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Chapter 1

Introduction

This paper gives an overview of workflow management systems (WfMSs) and
their security requirements with focus on access mechanisms.
The tendency today, in the global economy, is heading towards comprehensive
supply chains. Companies cooperate and adjust with each other to optimize their
processes and their products and services with regard to costs, quality, speed and
flexibility [13]. This is a prerequisite for competing globally. In this context,
workflow management systems that illustrate and support the business processes
contribute to the performance and automation of processes. Furthermore, they
support business process management and optimization.
To do so, WfMSs capture, record and process data about the course of processes
and data involved, along with sensitive data about the company and its employ-
ees. The data should only be accessible to authorized users to protect company
secrets and to prevent attacks against the company and its participants.
This paper focuses on access mechanisms, because they are basic security mech-
anisms used by WfMSs assuring that only authorized users are provided access
to data and resources. Access mechanisms are used to protect internal organi-
zational data from external attackers, but also to preserve access rights within a
company’s network, to protect against internal attackers and preserve the privacy
of employees’ data. In addition, great importance is given to the management
and safeguarding of access privileges in the case of large supply chains, due to
increasing interoperability.
In current workflow systems, access control is crucial, because sensitive business
data representing the core business processes of companies is processed and needs
to be protected.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we introduce the concept of
workflows. We review the development of information systems in general, and of
workflow management systems, in particular. Furthermore, we discuss the con-
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cepts of WfMSs and their area of application. Then, we present security aspects
and security requirements of informations systems in general and in relation to
workflow managements systems. In particular, we examine why selected security
objectives are required and present what they protect. After introducing different
security models, the most important security principles are summarized. After
that, we explain different types of access mechanisms whose objective is to pro-
tect the system and point out their strengths and weaknesses. Then, we take a
look at workflow management systems in terms of security aspects, in particular,
in terms of the access mechanisms used.
The first 4 chapters of this paper cover the theoretical part that it necessary
to establish a common notation. In the second part of the thesis a commer-
cial workflow management system is introduced, namely IBM’s MQ Workflow
[18]. We examine its security features, in particular, the access control mech-
anisms provided. We show vulnerabilities of the system that could be abused
by attackers. Afterwards, we show which security mechanisms, in particular, AC
mechanisms are provided to secure against threats. We conclude with a sum-
mary, which highlights the difference between security concepts developed in the
research area and those really implemented by the commercially used WfMS.
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Chapter 2

Workflow management systems

In this chapter, we introduce workflows and workflow management systems
(WfMSs) and describe how workflows can be modeled. The vocabulary and
concepts used in the area of WfMSs are introduced to establish a clear nota-
tion. The corresponding definitions refer to [59]. We start with the background
of WfMSs by elaborating the history and development of information systems.
Then, we explain how workflows can be modeled formally by using Petri Nets. In
the last section of this chapter, we describe the different components of a WfMS
by presenting the Workflow Reference Model, a framework for WfMSs developed
by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC).
When introducing a term for the first time, we use italics, when defining a term,
we use bold font.

2.1 Definition of workflow

The term workflow is used for a special type of business process, or simply a
process, that can be supported by WfMS. We will explain the characteristics of
a workflow in section 2.3.
The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC), founded in 1993, is an or-
ganization dedicated to developing standard terminology and standard interfaces
for WfMS components with the objective to enable interoperability and coopera-
tion between different WfMSs. There, workflow is defined as : ”The automation
of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or
tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set
of procedural rules” [1].
Thus, a workflow is a structured process with well-defined actions that are ac-
complished by different system participants, namely a user, that is a human
resource, or a computing resource, that is an agent or an application. System
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2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

participants use workflow resources, such as data and applications, to accomplish
tasks. Examples for workflows are the preparation of congresses, the handling of
complaints by an insurance company, order entry and billing in manufacturing or
the treatment of patients in a hospital.

2.2 Development of workflow management sys-
tems

The purpose of information systems is to support users with their work. Since
the beginning of the development of information systems, they have been used
to simplify, automate and optimize mechanical activities, such as accounting to
serve this purpose [30]. Meanwhile, information systems can support and in-
tegrate many types of applications. For instance, word processors, calculators,
accounting software and computer aided design software. In general, applica-
tions are executable software programs that offer some useful functionality to
users.
Furthermore, information systems support communication. The global commu-
nication between system participants is an increasingly important issue in infor-
mation systems.
Therefore, information systems are used to produce and to deliver products and
services faster and more accurately while reducing cost and time. Accordingly,
WfMSs are components of information systems, which are used to automate and
optimize the handling of business processes. We will refer to the term workflow
system, when talking about information systems with focus on the handling of
processes. Categorizations of processes that are supported by WfMSs are de-
scribed further in the section 2.3.

Information systems in organizations are transaction-processing systems. They
record and exchange data and communicate changes of processes within or across
organizational boundaries. To provide interoperability across different informa-
tion systems, they often use standards for data exchange, specifically, XML [59].
XML is an open standard, recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) for defining the syntax of data structures and thereby used to facilitate
data sharing across different information systems, particularly in the Internet [9],
[33].
Web technology is increasingly used in workflow systems, because it provides a
world-wide communication infrastructure. Besides, users just need a web browser
to get access to the network, no additional hardware. Despite these advantages,
Internet usage represents a security risk. On the one hand, because communica-
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2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Application

Operating System Operating System

Application
Wfms

Uims

Dbms

Figure 2.1: Decomposition of generic functionality [59]

tion is not secured by default and on the other hand, because of the amount of
potential attackers.
When describing information systems, they are typically sectioned in several com-
ponents. Applications usually reside at the front end of the systems. Another
key component is a database and a database management system (DbMS) to
remove data dependencies of applications. These are located at the back end of
the system. Nowadays, WfMSs are also widely used components, because they
reflect the flow of information and actions to be taken in order to accomplish a
process. This includes the knowledge about how to handle data, for instance,
incoming data or generated data, and where to store it, as described in [59]. A
detailed description of the components is given in the next section.

2.2.1 History of information systems

Below we present a historical summary of the development of information sys-
tems, which highlights the influence of the development of workflow management
systems. As mentioned above, the aim during the development of information
systems was the improvement of efficiency and work performance of organiza-
tions. Figure 2.1 shows the decomposition approach of information systems with
the desired effect of improving automation. In the beginning, information sys-
tems just consisted of an operating system (OS) and several applications. Then,
different functionalities accomplished primarily by the applications themselves
were separated and sourced out, that is, taken over from specialized programs
and systems. This development is categorized in four periods by van der Aalst
and van Hee [59].

• 1965-1975: Decompose applications
During this period, information systems just consisted of different applica-
tions. Each of them worked independently, had its own database and data
definitions and the exchange of data between applications was not possi-
ble. Besides, data structures were not defined uniformly. Data were stored
between two runs of the application program, originally on punch cards
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2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

and paper tapes, later on magnetic tape and disc memory, as described in
[59]. Therefore, users could have accounts with different user names for
applications and had to store their data separately for each application.

• 1975-1985: Database management - Removing data dependencies
During this period, data storage and management functionalities were
extracted from application programs and handed over to databases and
database management systems.

A database consists of data files that can be used by many applications.
The purpose of a DbMS is to support the definition and concurrent ma-
nipulation of data without impacting the related applications. Before, the
applications were data dependent, which means that any change to the data
structure required a change of the application’s data structure. The advan-
tage of databases is that data structures used by applications only have to
be defined once and that they then can be shared with other applications.
Thus, data do not need to be stored multiple times for each application
separately. Furthermore, the management of data can be handed over to
a DbMS. DbMSs were developed to define, use and manage databases.
As a consequence, data dependencies are removed, because data content
and structures can be organized independently of applications. This devel-
opment enhanced the flexibility and adaptability of information systems in
general, but also the flexibility and adaptability of each individual applica-
tion as indicated in figure 2.2.

• 1985-1995: User interface management - Separation of presentational
interaction and application
This period was distinguished by separating user interfaces from the ap-
plication programs. Before, each application had its own user interface
designed by the application developer. As a consequence, the interfaces
looked different and operated differently. The development of user inter-
face management systems (UIMS) enabled the definition of user interfaces
in a standardized way. Today, the functions of UIMS are integrated in other
tools, like DbMSs, program environments and Web browsers.

• 1995-2005: Workflow management - Removing process flow depen-
dencies
During this period, WfMSs have been developed as a new class of infor-
mation systems for business processes. Though applications did not need
to handle data management and user interface development anymore, they
were still flow dependent. That means, the execution sequence of process
steps and the assignment of tasks to users could not be changed, neither
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Process logic
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Figure 2.2: Decomposition of application functionalities

new tasks could be added to the process without changing involved appli-
cations. By separating business process layer from application layer, that
means separating business logic and application logic, both became easier
to change and easier to manage.

To outline, figure 2.2 shows the decomposition development of a single applica-
tion, highlighting the separation of two major functionalities, namely data and
process functionalities. First, the storage of data is sourced out to databases.
A DbMS acts as a wrapper around databases, managing all data functionalities
and acting as an interface between database and other programs and applications
that need access to the data. In a second step, the process logic is separated
from the application. Also here, the WfMS acts as a wrapper and an interface
to all functionalities necessary to manage processes.
Thus, the separation of process logic facilitated the effort of companies to adjust
to a changing business environment, as we will explain in the next section.
To sum up, a workflow management system controls and coordinates the flow of
work, the flow of information and data, between system participants, with the
objective of completing well-defined processes by set deadlines. According to [8],
the coordination implies the passing of tasks and information on to system partic-
ipants in correct sequence, which is also referred to as routing and scheduling. In
addition, it ensures that all system participants fulfill their required contributions
at the right moment, taking default actions when necessary.
The objective is a faster and qualitatively better regulation of processes, if pos-
sible, with automated operations. Hence, if possible, WfMSs should integrate
applications that are necessary to accomplish tasks of business processes. In
short, as stated in [60], the main purpose of a WfMS is to support the definition,
execution and control of process flows.
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2.3. CATEGORIZATION OF WORKFLOWS

2.3 Categorization of workflows

WfMSs are used to support a special kind of business process. In the following,
we will use the term workflow or process for business processes that can be
supported by WfMSs. Table 2.1 shows two essential properties of a process: to
be designable and executable by a WfMS as described in [58] and [44].

Properties Illustration
Make-to-order A trigger is necessary to release a process. This can be a

customer order, the hospitalization of a patient or a call
for papers for a conference. A make-to-stock production
environment is not suitable for WfMS support, since it is
characterized by the production of a big number of products
that are stocked in storage rooms until demanded. Con-
sequently, the process release is not triggered by a certain
event.

Case-based A process is case-based if every activity during its execution
can be ascribed to a single discrete case. That means, the
case needs to be distinguishable from all other cases and
the moment of beginning and the moment of completion of
the case need to be clear. This is mandatory to structure
the course of a process and to determine the chronological
order of tasks by a WfMS.

Table 2.1: Essential properties of workflows

A case, in this respect, is similar to a trigger with reference to the whole process.
With respect to the individual activities of a process, a case can be the order for
blood testing of a patient, the prescription of medication or the assignment of
reviewing a paper.The assembly of regular tables is not case-based, because the
activity of attaching table-legs to the table is independent of the specific table
for which the legs are used (if it is not a special designer table!).

As pointed out in [44], there are some characteristics that workflows should have,
for the support of WfMS to be worthwhile. These are listed in Table 2.2.
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2.4. CATEGORIZATION OF WFMSS

Characteristics Motivation for WfMS support
High production frequency
(dozen to thousands of
times a year)

The effort to configure a WfMS is only justified
for a reasonable amount of services or products
produced. With small numbers the effort to im-
plement is bigger than the benefits achieved with
it.

Limited bandwidth of vari-
ation (similar products or
services)

Automating of processes is not effective when the
number of variations is large.

Customer focused and ser-
vice oriented

WfMSs provide the possibility to change the
course of a process with decisions that are taken
by users. Further, WfMSs support informational
operations, such as writing, deciding and commu-
nicating. Fully automated processes with little hu-
man interaction do not need this option. These are
commonly supported by enterprise resource plan-
ning systems (ERP).

Table 2.2: Characteristics of workflows suitable for WfMS support

2.4 Categorization of WfMSs

The workflows and the WfMSs used can be categorized further according to dif-
ferent aspects, for instance, based on their level of standardization.
Figure 2.3 shows the characteristics of different types of WfMSs and its character-
istic properties, as well as the relationships between these properties. Standard-
ization refers to the type of products or services produced. The characteristics
machine-oriented or human-oriented consider the degree to which the process
activities are supported by humans or by software. Structured refers to the overall
process flow.

Well specified and structured processes are represented at the lower left part of
figure 2.3. These are often supported by centralized workflow systems, namely
client-server systems. The high degree of specificity enables standardization and
machine-orientation, which means that activities are performed highly automatic
with relatively little human interaction. These processes are supported by pro-
duction and administrative WfMSs. According to [53], the focus lies on accu-
racy, reliability, efficiency and short processing cycles. An example for this type of
workflow is the application process for a standard loan at a single banking system.
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Figure 2.3: Classes of WfMSs and their characteristics

On the upper right area of figure 2.3, less specified processes are represented,
which demand a higher degree of flexibility. This is the case, when processes are
not fully predetermined. An example for an ad-hoc process is a hastily formed
cross-functional team trying to solve an emergency problem. Such processes
involve increasing human collaboration, since human decisions are important to
decide next steps to be taken. To support these type of processes, WfMSs must
provide distributed systems and functions for collaboration of people [50]. There-
fore, mostly, these processes are supported by collaborative and sometimes even
ad-hoc WfMSs. According to [53], the focus lies on flexibility, exception handling
and the ability to modify process designs without compromising existing trans-
actions. Another example for a system that demands more flexibility is a WfMS
that supports processes in a hospital or even in a group of cooperating hospitals.
Figure 2.3 depicts that a major part of ad-hoc workflows are collaborative systems.

The original objective of WfMSs was to facilitate and enhance the efficiency of
well-structured processes with the help of information technology. However, the
evolution in the last decades, as we will describe in the next section, has led to
the development and deployment of WfMSs that can also support unstructured
workflows to enable flexibility of actions.
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2.5. INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT ON WFMSS

2.5 Influence of environmental development on
WfMSs

There is a tendency towards flexible systems, due to globalization, the communi-
cation and transportation possibilities, which have influenced the development of
companies and business processes. The growth of Internet usage for enterprise
wide and cross-enterprise business processes, such as the electronic commerce
[2], have contributed to the increase in heterogeneity and complexity of busi-
ness processes’ background. Also, according to [40], the social and technical
characteristics of workflow environments have changed. More and more often,
participants belong to different organizations, with diverse IT Infrastructures,
whose informational and operational resources are possibly spread out. Supply
chains extend beyond enterprises [33], they tend to incorporate all companies that
contribute to the end product or the service, starting with the raw material sup-
pliers to the manufacturers right down to the distributors and the retailers. The
task of establishing and managing relations between different workflow resources
becomes difficult, because the relations and the resources do often change. In
this context, we talk about an increasing dynamic environment. According to
[40], the provision of flexible systems, including the flexible adjustment of pro-
cesses to a changing environment, is an increasingly important claim to WfMSs.
Therefore, the management of all operations in the value chain, the ability to
act flexibly, process interoperability and workflow integration have become an
integral aspect of workflow research.

We conclude that, over the years, the flexibility of a system has become an
important objective to enable efficient process flows, especially in the case of
cross-organizational processes and thus, of cross-organizational WfMSs. Nowa-
days, the faster and easier a company can adjust its processes to the changing
environment, the more flexible it is, the more likely its chances are to survive in
the competitive global business.

Because of the aforementioned developments and the challenge to automate in-
terorganizational processes across supply chains, the WfMC has been working to
establish interoperability between different WfMSs, by developing standard inter-
faces. We will go into this further in the section about the WfMC’s reference
model.

The increasing demand and requirement of flexibility [34], the increasing Inter-
net use for data exchange and communication has raised a number of security
issues [2] and has made the management of workflow resources and system par-
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2.6. WFMSS AS SOCIO TECHNICAL SYSTEMS

ticipants an issue of workflow research. According to Stohr and Zhao [53] one
future research opportunity is the flexibility and integrity of authorization, since
the management of access rights to the different resources has to satisfy more
complex demands. In chapter 4.1, we will investigate this issue further.

2.6 WfMSs as socio technical systems

So far, we have introduced basic aspects of workflows and WfMSs and described
the technical development of the latter. Nevertheless, it has to be pointed out
that WfMSs are socio technical systems. They are embedded in corporate and
organizational structures and handle processes which are accomplished in inter-
action with employees of a company.
Therefore, there are two preconditions necessary for a WfMS to support process
flows. The first precondition is a complete analysis of the working environment,
which includes a precise planning of the workflows with the desired result of clear
workflow definitions. The second precondition is to provide an infrastructure in
which all system participants are timely supplied with necessary information and
resources to fulfill their tasks.
To realize that the organizational structure of an organization, the division of
authorities and responsibilities of participants needs to be clear, because it shows
how a task will be accomplished and how work is divided up among its staff,
commonly represented with roles. This represents the static view of workflow
modeling. We will refer to the static and dynamic views of workflows in chapter
2.8.1. The second precondition, the timely provision with resources is, in addition
to other things, controlled by the authorization management that is implemented
with an access control mechanisms. This is explained further in chapter 4.1.

2.7 Why WfMSs optimize workflows

To sum up, the use of WfMSs enhances the efficiency of workflows, because

• Processes become transparent and comprehensible
the course of the process has to first be defined in-depth. This includes
the dependencies between tasks and pre- and postconditions of each task.

• The steps of the processes are performed coordinated, not isolated
WfMSs can integrate other information systems and applications. They can
invoke them to autonomously conduct an activity. As Jablonski showed in
[36], productivity at work can be greatly enhanced if all work components
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2.8. VIEWS AND ILLUSTRATION OF WORKFLOWS

are integrated into a system, so that processes can be accomplished con-
tinuously.

• Access to necessary information and data is facilitated
Human resources typically communicate with the WfMS via mail or similar
applications that provide a worklist containing work-items that has to be
completed. In that manner, they receive notification when new activities
are to be accomplished. Ideally, all data and information necessary to
conduct an activity are delivered together with the assignment.

Next to the above listed motivations, structured and well-defined processes of
an organization enhance the transparency of processes and are a precondition for
optimizing production and automating the management of the processes. There-
fore, WfMS are also used for business process redesign. This is a method for
organizational improvement. Processes are redesigned to eliminate deficits and
weak points in the organizational structure and its processes, which is a requisite
to survive in the global competition.

So far, we have introduced WfMSs, explained their development and the type
of processes that are worth to be supported by them. Furthermore, we specified
different classes of WfMSs and their characteristics. Finally, we outlined why
WfMSs support companies, especially in times of globalization.
In the next section, we will describe how workflows can be modeled with Petri
Nets. To do so, we will use two different workflow examples, namely a process
of handling faulty items and a congress preparation process.

2.8 Views and illustration of workflows

In this chapter, we introduce the two basic views on workflows, namely the static
and the dynamic view. These views correspond to the buildtime of workflows
including their modeling and the runtime.

2.8.1 Static and dynamic view

In general, two levels are to be distinguished when describing workflows: the
buildtime and the runtime level.

• The design of workflows determines the buildtime by displaying the ab-
stract, static representation of the course of the process. We talk about
the conceptual level of modeling workflows or workflow definition. It
comprises all required information for the execution of a process including
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Figure 2.4: Distinction between buildtime and runtime of a WfMS

starting and finishing conditions, constituent activities and rules that apply
during execution. The workflow definition can be divided into the process
model and the resource classification. The former displays the order of
tasks within a process and their interdependencies, the steps and states.
We will describe its modeling in the next section. The latter describes the
interface to the employee by identifying potential users to perform a task.
Here access privileges apply.

• The runtime level is a dynamic concept with which work and resources are
organized. This is the level of specific workflow instances. It corresponds
to the execution or instantiation of processes at runtime. To execute a
process instance, the process definition is interpreted at runtime by the
enactment software. The focus lies on control and decisions, including the
management of interactions of users and application tools at realtime. The
control includes activities such as exception handling and resource assign-
ment, to detect which resources are available at a certain time. This can
fluctuate, because of illness or machine breakdown and therefore, demands
a dynamic assignment of access privileges.

Figure 2.4 shows the relations of these levels and their properties.

Due to the above mentioned development towards flexible systems, it is not suf-
ficient to specify the relations between resources mainly a-priori at buildtime. It
is often not satisfactory to act only according to predefined steps. To support
customer-oriented and cross-organizational processes, new relations often need
to be defined ad-hoc, during workflow runtime. In particular, the more organi-
zations are involved in the value chain and the more complex the whole process
gets, the more often prespecified conditions may change and unforeseen activities
are required. According to [43], the distinction between design and control issues
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is diminishing with ad-hoc WfMSs, because they should provide opportunities to
change the course of processes in runtime.

In the following, we illustrate these two levels starting with the conceptual level.
We introduce the typical vocabulary used to describe workflows. The terms are
defined according to [59].

Static view

Processes consist of tasks that need to be accomplished in a specific order to
carry out the process. Tasks are the basic units a workflows is made of, since
each task can be accomplished by one system participant. They can be catego-
rized in manual, automatic and semi-automatic tasks. The categorization differs
in the amount of human intelligence that is necessary to fulfill the task. To bet-
ter understand complex processes, hierarchical arrangements with subprocesses
are useful. A subprocess is an independent process that is consolidated and
represented as one task at the superordinate process level to provide a complete
overview and to support reusability. For instance, the task ”repair”, that is illus-
trated in figure 2.5, consists of several subtasks, such as ”trace” and ”change”.
For a better overview, we just represent the superordinate task ”repair” in our
example. Besides this task may be used as a process component for other work-
flows, supporting reusability, because it does not need to be defined from scratch
again. Or, for instance, in case of the conference preparation that is illustrated in
figure 2.8, one such subprocess is the ”review of papers”, which in turn consists of
the following tasks: the ”assignment of reviewers to papers”, the ”analysis of the
reviewed papers” and the ”selection of papers”. We will explain these examples
in the next section.
The environment of workflows is dynamic. Accordingly, tasks cannot be per-
formed one after the other, following a strict order. Even though a task can be
completed successfully, different types of output can be produced or problems
may occur during its completion. Consequently, the output of the tasks must
be monitored and examined to determine the subsequent task to be taken. Ac-
cording to [59], there are four elementary constructions that are used to model
workflows and to determine the order of tasks (also referred to as routing types):

• sequence

• selection

• parallelization (synchronization) and

• repetition (iteration)
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Figure 2.5: Handling of faulty items

All of these can be modeled with Petri Nets.

• Different tasks of a process need to be carried out sequentially, because
the input of one task may depend on the output of another. As shown in
figure 2.5, the tasks ”repair”and ”test”have to be accomplished in sequence.
We will explain this example, which represent a process of handling faulty
items in a manufacturing environment in the next section.

• There are tasks without dependency that can be conducted in parallel.

• Selection is used if a choice is necessary to select the subsequent task as
displayed with the task ”categorize” in figure 2.5. Here, the following task
bases upon the output of the preceding task, namely the categorization.

• Sometimes a task has to be repeated until a certain output is reached.
For example, when an item undergoes quality checks until a certain quality
level is reached. This is called repetition.

To select the appropriate routing type, conditions are used. Thus, conditions,
representing necessary requirements for a task to take place, are defined for every
task, unless no preconditions are necessary to be conducted. An example for a
condition in the conference preparation example, illustrated in figure 2.8 and
described in the next section 2.8.2, would be:
if two reviews of a particular paper, namely a case, are classified as rejected, the
paper will be rejected and a letter of refusal is to be sent to the applicant.
In summary, the conceptual level of workflows consists of tasks, conditions and
their relationships with each other. Tasks may be combined into subprocesses in
order to make the whole process easier to visualize and understand.
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Dynamic view

On the instantiation level, we talk about cases or workflow instances. A task, for
example ”reviewing a paper”, is a generic piece of work, which can be conducted
for many different papers. In contrast, a case is a particular task performed.
It can be seen as a product or service in progress, e.g., an order or a course of
treatment in a hospital. It is identified by its identity, it has specific attributes
and it is always associated with a specific state. According to [59], the state of
a case is made up of the values of its attributes, the conditions that have been
met, the ones remained to be carried out and the content of the case. Thus,
the current state is important to inspect in which step of the process the case is
located, which tasks are already conducted and which remain to be completed.
Many cases may be handled by the same process, but the cases may take different
routes through the process. Therefore, the cases attributes’ values are used to
distinguish between different case types and are used in combination with the
tasks conditions to determine the route of the case through the process.
”A work item is the combination of a case and a task which is about to be
carried out” [59]. A work item becomes an activity, when the execution of the
task starts. An activity is the carrying out of a work item by a resource, which
means that it is always linked to a specific resource. The resource can be a user,
in case of a manual activity or a computing resource in case of an automated
activity. The case’s attributes may change during every activity.
The relationship between the introduced terms is visualized in figure 2.6.

2.8.2 Modeling of workflows with Petri Nets

We use Petri Nets to graphically represent the processes. There are other ways
to represent them, e.g., UML or state-charts. We have chosen Petri nets, be-
cause they can be mapped into other graphical representation without a loss of
information [59].
Petri Nets consist of transitions, places, directed arrows to connect them and
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tokens. Transitions are indicated by rectangles and places are indicated by cir-
cles. They are linked by directed arrows. Arrows can only run from places to
transitions and vice versa. Places represent conditions that represent necessary
requirements for a task to take place, and tasks that are depicted by transitions.
Transitions are the active components of Petri Nets, because they can change
the state of it. In contrast to them, places are passive. Places may contain
tokens, shown by black dots. A token represents a case, e.g., an item to repair,
a paper to review or an order.
If a transition features a token in its input place, that is the place preceding
the transition, it can fire. This means that the token is removed from the input
place and is added to the output place of the transition, which is the place
succeeding the transition.
The state of a Petri Net is determined by the division of tokens its places contain.
A work item starts in the start place and is successfully completed when it reaches
the end place. Figure 2.5 shows the process of handling faulty items in a manu-
facturing environment. It displays how routing types are realized with Petri Nets.
The first task of this process is the categorization to separate intact and faulty
items.

• To handle the problem of the dependency of the next task on its predeces-
sor, selection is used as routing type, indicated by an OR-split, visualized
with the symbol . This means that depending on the output of the task
only one possible route is selected, as displayed with the task ”categorize”
in figure 2.5.

• The task ”Sell item”is represented by an OR-join, visualized with the symbol
, which means that as soon as one token appears at one of the input

places, the task can be conducted. In our case, this means that as soon
as an item arrives, indicated by a token, the task is conducted. Namely,
irrespective if the item is repaired and tested before or if it is already
categorized as an intact item at the first check.

• An AND-split is used to indicate that following tasks can be carried out
in parallel. It is visualized with the symbol and indicates that, once a
token arrives, all following tasks have to be conducted. Thus, tokens have
to be produced for each of the output places of the task.

• An AND-join, represented with the symbol is used to synchronize two
or more parallel tasks. It means that the following task can only start if
all input tasks are carried out, thus, there is a token at each of the input
places preceding the task.
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Next to the process model, the human resource classification need to be de-
fined. That is, the allocation of employees to tasks and resources for process
accomplishment. The resource classification is based on the the organizational
structure of an organization. The organizational structure is represented by a
classification of the functional areas of an organization, e.g., production, manu-
facturing, purchase, selling, accounting, etc. and a correspondent role allocation
for accomplishing the functionalities.
Figure 2.7 shows a simplified organizational structure for our manufacturing ex-
ample. Employees are assigned to roles. A role hierarchy is also depicted, since
a production manager is superior to a vendor and thus, has all privileges of a
vendor. In general, superior roles implicitly gain all access privileges of subordi-
nate roles. Figure 2.8 shows a Petri Net, which represents a simplified conference
preparation process, including the task ”review of papers” [42].

The process works as follows. It starts when the conference chair issues a call
for papers. Then, papers can be submitted. When the deadline is reached, the
submission phase finishes and reviewers can retrieve submitted papers. Three
different reviewers have to review a paper. Afterwards, according to the eval-
uation of the reviews, a paper is accepted or refused. Finally, the authors are
notified and accepted papers are published. Here, a token represents a particular
paper to review.
Concerning the security aspects of this process, we mention that the users are
classified in various roles:

• authors,

• reviewers and

• chair members

The roles include different access privileges. For example, authors are not allowed
to read other submitted papers and during the phase of reviewing, no reviewer
is allowed to read reviews of other reviewers. Only chair members are able to
decide when to end the submission and review phases.
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Figure 2.9: Role hierarchy in the conference preparation process

This example is based on a role hierarchy as illustrated in figure 2.9. Since
the role reviewer is a subrole of the role chair member, the role chair member
implies membership in role reviewer. However, membership of the role reviewer
does not necessarily imply membership of the role chair member. But a chair
member gains all access privileges of a reviewer. We will discuss security aspects
in detail in chapter 3.

Petri Nets are tools for specification, modeling and formal verification of pro-
cesses. On the one hand, they allow to visually depict the workflow behavior
through their graphical representation, since properties, relationships and restric-
tions among tasks of a workflow can be visualized. This includes e.g., concur-
rency, synchronization, control flow dependency and temporal relationships of
tasks [62].
On the other hand, it is possible to analyze the workflow behavior through the
analysis techniques of Petri Nets that base on a rich mathematical foundation.
Therefore, according to [53] and [62], Petri Nets are useful tools to specify work-
flows and to verify that the process is correct and consistent in a formal way.

In the next section, we will present the workflow Reference Model developed by
the WfMC. As we already mentioned, WfMSs can be and are used in different
areas, such as in administration, banking, finance, health care, education, but
also in manufacturing. Therefore, workflow management products vary in their
architecture, implementation techniques and specification areas. Despite these
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Figure 2.10: WfMC Reference model [15]

varieties, WfMSs have some common characteristics [54]. These common char-
acteristics, including its components and interfaces are illustrated in the WfMC
Reference model.

2.9 Workflow Management Coalition’s Reference
Model

The WfMC specifies a conceptual and methodical framework of WfMSs by em-
ploying the Reference Model shown in figure 2.10. Below we give a brief descrip-
tion of the components and interfaces defined by the WfMC with the objective to
support interoperability between different organizational domains and to enable
cross-organizational deployment of WfMSs.

The Workflow Enactment Service is the key element of a WfMS. It is used
to provide and regulate the runtime environment for workflows. It creates and
deletes workflows, manages the temporal order of processes and the interactions
with resources. A WfMS is made up of at least one Workflow Engine, which
is responsible for the routing and scheduling of tasks [16]. The Workflow API
and interchange formats that enclose the Workflow Enactment Service pro-
vide access to the services of the WfMS via the five interfaces and manage the
interactions between the different system components described below.
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1. The Process Definition Tool interface provides exchange-formats for
data used during the runtime of a workflow. This includes data types,
access paths and identification of activities within a process. It is the
interface between modeling tools and the runtime environment and is used
to model and define workflows in a machine-understandable way.

2. The Workflow Client Application interface links the runtime environ-
ment with the user by providing user specific worklists consisting of work-
items that display pending activities that are to be carried out by the user.
In addition, for example, by using an email program the user can be noti-
fied when new activities arrive or data necessary to complete the activities
are supplied. The Workflow Client Application interface can interact with
other applications that are used to support the client with his tasks and
share user-specific data with them.

3. The Invoked Applications interface is used to invoke other applications
used by the WfMS, for example programs for calculation or text process-
ing. This is necessary, because some activities need to interact with other
applications to be completed. This is a standardized interface to invoke
other applications and to enable data transfer across different applications,
whose location can be on any server.

4. Interface 4 is an interface to other Workflow Enactment Services.
Workflow relevant data formats and names, process definition data for-
mats and names are communicated, so a workflow can be processed by
different organizations. This interface enables the interoperativity between
different WfMSs.
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5. The Administration and Monitoring Tools interface is used to monitor
a workflow during runtime. Monitoring is a prerequisite to controlling and
optimizing of processes.

The WfMC Reference Model helps to understand the interaction between the
different components involved in a workflow, the users and the engine of the
WfMS. The interfaces defined by the Reference Model are the basis for stan-
dardization of the various components used by a WfMS.
When discussing access control in WfMSs, we will focus on interface 2 and inter-
face 3, as shown in figure 2.11. At these interfaces the assignment of employees
and applications to conduct workflows is accomplished. This figure is an exten-
sion of figure 2.4.

2.10 Summary

In short, workflow management systems are used to handle, automate and op-
timize complex processes that are accomplished in interaction with users. The
course of the processes is affected by numerous interdependencies between the
tasks and the various resources involved.
According to [49] and [53], there are five different perspectives according to which
workflows in a company can be looked at. These are illustrated in figure 2.12.

• The organizational perspective defines the organization structure of an
organization reflecting hierarchies and responsibilities. The relationship
between roles and actors of an organization is determined here.
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• In the functional perspective the workflow is decomposed into single tasks,
which can be assigned to actors.

• The behavioral perspective is concerned with the process model that we ex-
plained before by introducing Petri Nets. It specifies the order of tasks, pre-
and post-conditions for them. We will focus on the behavioral perspective,
since security and access privileges are also determined here. Rules asso-
ciate agents with roles, roles with tasks and tasks with data and software
applications.

• The operational perspective specifies and coordinates the tools and applica-
tions to accomplish the process as specified by the behavioral perspective.

• The informational perspective is about the storage of data and documents
and their transportation during a workflow.

All five perspectives need to be defined during buildtime while the consistency of
the resulting system has to be ensured.
We used this model, to clarify the complexity a WfMS needs to cope with.
Depending on the workflow environment and its requirements appropriate security
mechanisms need to be chosen for the WfMS, as explained in section 3.4.
The development of information systems and, in particular, WfMSs was strongly
influenced by the environmental progress and the dynamics. That is, the global-
ization and the increasing importance of the Internet for data transfer and service
provision, which has also increased the needs for security. Therefore, one of the
tasks of WfMSs is to ensure security and inhibit attacks, because sensitive data
is exchanged.

In the following section, we will introduce the security objectives of information
systems and then, we will go into detail of security mechanisms, in particular,
access control mechanisms used in WfMSs to protect these objectives.
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Chapter 3

Security in information systems

In this chapter, first the vocabulary used in the area of information security is
introduced and then the security objectives according to [7] and [29] are intro-
duced. Then, we will describe common attack forms that exploit vulnerabilities of
workflow systems. Afterwards, we will describe how systems should be designed
to eliminate vulnerabilities and protect security objectives. Different access con-
trol models have been developed to secure systems, in particular, WfMSs that we
will characterize. Finally, a model for implementing access control is depicted.

3.1 Introduction of security terms

In the following, we provide some definitions that we will use throughout this
paper. When introducing a term for the first time, we use italics, when defining
a term, we use bold font.

Information systems process information represented in the form of data, respec-
tively, data objects. Sensitive information are the valuable assets of workflow
systems and therefore, need to be protected. In the area of information security,
we refer to users as subjects. In general, a subject is an entity that can be active
in a system and actively access resources. Next to a user, this can also be an
agent, a server, a process or an application. An object, in general, is a data
unit to be secured. It may be an application, a data object or a resource that is
accessed by a subject.
We talk about attacks, when somebody unauthorized tries to access the system
to get or modify information that can subsequently be used for any kind of illegal
activity or to compromise the system. Attackers are distinguished further into
external attackers and internal attackers from within the company network
with some knowledge about the system and who probably hold a legal user ac-
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count to the system. A victim is somebody tricked by an attacker.
In general, a workflow system is called secure, if attackers cannot change or gain
information without authorization or block the system, so that it cannot serve
its purpose properly anymore.
A secure systems demands the guarantee of several security objectives, namely
integrity, confidentiality, availability, non-repudiation and liability. We will define
these in the next section.
To protect the security objectives security mechanisms, in particular, access con-
trol (AC) mechanisms are used. We will describe them later.

3.2 Security objectives

In the following, we define the security objectives introduced above.

• Confidentiality is about the concealment of information and resources [7].
This applies to sensitive data of an organization, such as personal data of
employees, financial data, proprietary data or business secrets. Sometimes,
even the existence of particular data can reveal sensitive information and
needs to be hidden. For example, if in general, access to a folder is possible,
besides access to certain files contained in it, then a user could infer that
these particular hidden files include some secrets or valuable information. A
system is called confidential, if no unauthorized information gain is possible.
A WfMS may handle all this kind of sensitive data and, therefore, needs
to ensure that the data is not disclosed or accessed by unauthorized users
at any time.
Privacy is a security objective that has become popular in the recent years.
It can be seen as a subobjective of confidentiality. Privacy refers to the
use and record of personal data.

• Integrity concerns the trustworthiness and accuracy of data. A system
guarantees integrity if it ensures that data is not intentionally changed in
an improper way or by unauthorized users.
We will not consider accidental modification of data through hardware
or transmission errors, since several hardware products and transmission
protocols exist that have mechanisms to detect and possibly repair these
errors. Examples are shown in [14] and [51].
When we talk about integrity, we mean data integrity, which refers to the
content of information, in contrast to origin integrity, which relates to the
source of data [7]. We refer to the latter as authentication and describe it
later.
The unconscious modification of sensitive organizational data handled by
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a WfMS, for example, the workflow routine, financial data, prices or orders
need to be prevented. In our congress submission example, illustrated in
figure 2.8, modified data could cause an originally rejected paper to be
falsely classified as accepted. These kind of mistakes would question the
use of any WfMS.

Requirements for a secure and reliable workflow system, is the guarantee of
confidentiality and integrity to secure all sensitive data against unauthorized
access or modification.
Furthermore, the system must guarantee that information and services are
always available for authorized users. This requires the protection of the
next security objective.

• Availability means to ensure that data and services are always available
to authorized users.
Availability of a WfMS is of utmost importance for it to be used by compa-
nies. The purpose of a WfMS is to support and enhance business processes.
The unavailability of necessary resources or data while carrying out a work-
flow would lead to delays in process and service accomplishment resulting
in unsatisfied customers, which is not an option in a competitive market.

• Non-repudiation and liability aim to prove that an action is commit-
ted by a certain identity. Liability is also referred to as accountability. A
system guarantees the non-repudiation and liability of actions if it, on the
one hand, ensures that the identity of subjects is safe against fraudulent
use and that, on the other hand, a subject cannot deny his accomplished
actions afterwards. To ensure this, all actions of a subject, all commu-
nication and interactions performed, need to be monitored and retained.
Therefore, these objectives are tied to logging and auditing.
Non-repudiation and liability are important in the area of electronic com-
merce, to guarantee the legal obligation of business transactions, e.g., an
order or a payment. These transactions can be supported by WfMSs as
well.
These objectives are, next to others, accomplished by the administration
and monitoring tool of the WfMS. We will not go into detail of this com-
ponent.

To conclude, security objectives need to be protected to provide a secure workflow
system. Availability is essential for a WfMS. If attacks lead to a breakdown
of necessary resources to conduct a process or provide a service, the process
flow is obstructed. This questions the purpose of a WfMS, since being fast
is a prerequisite for optimizing processes and is necessary to compete globally.
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Data integrity and confidentiality are important for a workflow system to work
as intended and to be secure against illegal activities performed by attackers,
such as to compromise the system or to use sensitive data for blackmailing.
Non-repudiation and liability are especially important in the area of electronic
commerce.

3.3 Attacks

A vulnerability is a weakness of a system, especially of its network, that allows
to bypass security mechanisms, which means that the security objectives of the
system are in danger. Attackers aim to threaten and attack the system by
exploiting vulnerabilities.
In the following, we describe some common attack types that threaten workflow
systems. These attacks are possible, because of data transmission across an
unsecure environment, such as the Internet, which nowadays provides the most
common global communication infrastructure.
As we mentioned before, companies and their branches are spread worldwide.
This is, on the one hand, because customer support can be accomplished best,
when it is located nearby the customer and, on the other hand, because of cost
reductions. Companies situate their production units on places with low produc-
tion and personnel costs [32].
But the Internet, specifically the Internet protocol used for data exchange, in-
volves some security problems. The standard exchange protocol used for Internet
transmission is IPv4 and TCP. For web services, HTTP is used additionally. These
have some vulnerabilities that can be abused by attackers. We will mention them,
when describing the attack types below.

Eavesdropping is a form of attack. In detail, we talk about sniffing, when an
attacker eavesdrops on the traffic in a network, mostly aiming to get user name
and password of an authorized user. If successful, the attacker can impersonate
the legitimate user. As a result, the attacker gets access to the system, thereby
obtaining all access privileges of his victim. This is called spoofing. Sniffing,
in general, is a threat to confidentiality, in the first case. Impersonation of a
legitimate user, that is spoofing, is a threat to all security objectives.
Spoofing attacks are often the point of origin for denial of access (DoS) attacks,
also called flooding attacks. DoS attacks hinder the legitimate access to data
and resources, thereby inhibiting the availability of services of the system. This
is achieved by overwhelming a resource with data, so that it cannot perform ac-
tivities for legitimate users anymore. As a result, companies cannot accomplish
their processes or customers cannot accomplish their orders.
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Figure 3.1: Relations and implications of the introduced security terms

The relations and implications of the introduced security terms are pictured in
figure 3.1. The extent of the particular objectives that need to be protected by
security mechanisms depends on the organization and the information system’s
use and functionality, as described in the next section. To know which targets
to protect and to what extent, a security policy has to be defined.

3.4 Security policy, constraints and mechanisms

A security policy is a set of rules and procedures managing and protecting the
usage of information and resources including its processing, storage, distribution
and presentation [35]. It is realized by constraints, which are types and levels of
protection for data [35] and rules describing allowed activities of system entities.
As the organizational structure can classify employees in a hierarchy, depending
on their roles and responsibilities, as described in section 2.8.2, data objects can
also be classified in a hierarchy according to their protection level, e.g., highly
sensitive, sensitive and unprotected data. Then, a general security constraint can
state that, for example, a subject can read a document whose classification is
lower or equal to the classification of the subject. In general, security policies
in a WfMS should consider all required aspects of the security objectives. The
security objectives and their degree of protection depends on the needs of an
organization and its environment. For instance, in a financial environment, such
as in a bank, security of integrity, confidentiality and availability is of utmost
importance. In contrast, in a health care environment, data integrity is very
important to treat patients properly. Confidentiality is less important, especially,
in emergency cases it can be neglected. In general, its degree of protection is a
question of privacy and depends on the privacy laws of a country.
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Security constraints are realized with security mechanisms, like technical tools and
techniques. To fulfill these constraints, access to data needs to be controlled and
should be only permitted to authorized users. A widely-used mechanism for this
purpose is access control that regulates the access of subjects to objects. Security
mechanisms can be classified in prevention and detection mechanisms. Preven-
tion mechanisms anticipate unauthorized alteration of information, whereas
detection mechanisms are used to report that the data’s integrity is no longer
trustworthy.

Identification and authentication of users are prerequisites for any kind of AC
and the foundation to achieve the security objectives.
The identification of a subject is done with a user account or an object name
that represents a certain identity. The verification of an identity, namely authen-
tication, refers to the trustworthiness, accuracy and credibility of the identity
[29]. It means, being able to prove that an entity is genuinely who it claims to
be. Authentication is usually accomplished with passwords. Other possibilities
for authentication are biometrical characteristics, for example, iris or fingerprints
or items to possess, for instance, smart cards.
Before we introduce security mechanisms, especially AC models, in more detail,
design principles are described.

3.5 Security design principles

The design and implementation of a secure system is based on several security
principles. According to [7] these principles build on the idea of simplicity and
restriction. A simple design is easy to understand, therefore less can go wrong
and mechanisms are less likely to fail. Restriction minimizes the access privileges
of a subject and therefore reduces the danger of attacks and its implications,
such as fraud and manipulation.
As several of these security principles are directly related and particularly crucial
for structuring access control, we will illustrate them below.

• The principle of least privilege, also called principle of minimal rights
or need to know principle, states that a subject should be given only
those privileges that it needs to complete its task [7]. The rights that are
granted to a subject depend on its functionality within the organization.
If additional rights are necessary to complete its task, then those should
only be granted temporarily, as long as necessary. Furthermore, a granular
distinction of privileges and permissions is useful. If a subject only needs to
read information, then it should not get rights to write, but only to read.
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• The principle of fail-safe defaults states that, unless a subject is given
explicit access to an object, it should be denied access to that object.
That means that the default access to an object is none, which means not
accessible.

These two principles enhance the security of a WfMS, because the less privileges
a subject has, the less possibilities a spoofing attack has to modify or destroy
the system.

• The principle of separation-of-privilege, also called separation-of-
duty (SoD) states that a system should not grant permission for sensitive
actions based on a single condition. The SoD constraint requires that crit-
ical actions to perform a task are separated and accomplished by distinct
users to prevent fraud.

This principle leads to a more secure workflow, because the responsibility for
critical tasks can be separated and therefore, control is divided amongst at least
two people. A typical example is the initiation and authorization of a payment.
If one single user has the right to perform both, the possibility of illegal activities
is clearly enhanced.

• The principle of complete mediation requires all access to objects to
be checked for allowance. That means that results of access checks should
not be cached and used for subsequent accesses. This principle is even
more important in dynamic environments, since access rights of subject
and access rights to objects may change more frequently.

• The principle of economy of mechanism states that security mecha-
nisms should be as simple as possible, because then fewer possibilities exist
for errors [7].

• The principle of open design states that the security of a mechanism
should not depend on the secrecy of its design or implementation, because
if the strength of the program’s security depends on the ignorance of the
user, a knowledgeable user can defeat that security mechanism. Further,
complexity does not necessarily add security [7]. This principle applies, in
particular, for encryption mechanisms.

• The principle of psychological acceptability recognizes information sys-
tems as socio technical systems and and takes the human element in it into
account. It states that security mechanisms should not make the resource
more difficult to access than if it was not present. In practice, although the
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security mechanisms may add some extra burden, this must be both mini-
mal and reasonable, because otherwise they are not used if any possibility
exists to pass them over.

Security mechanisms implement these principles to some extent. We will refer
to the corresponding principle, when introducing them in the following section.
The first four principles, namely the principle of least privilege, the principle
of fail-safe defaults, the principle of separation-of-privilege and the principle of
complete mediation are directly related to access control. Therefore, we will
examine to what extent, if at all, the corresponding principles are implemented
when we describe access control mechanisms used in WfMSs in the next chapters.

3.6 Security mechanisms

Security mechanisms can be provided on different network layers. Commonly, five
different computer network layers are distinguished [41]. From bottom to the top,
these are the physical layer, the data link layer, the network layer, the transport
layer and the application layer. Different data transport protocols are used for
each layer. For web services, HTTP is used on the application layer. On the
transport layer TCP, and on the network layer, IPv4. The protocols have vulner-
abilities, which are abused by attackers. The vulnerability of IPv4 is that it does
not authenticate the sender or receiver of messages. Furthermore, IPv4 does not
provide any functionality to protect confidentiality, such as encrypting transmit-
ted data and no mechanisms to check data integrity. That means, unauthorized
modification of data during transmission can not be identified. Therefore, espe-
cially in an open or unsecure environment, such as the Internet, it is important
to provide additional security mechanisms to protect against attackers. Actually,
a follow-up version of IPv4, namely IPv6, has already been developed. IPv6 sup-
ports encryption, but it is not commonly used, yet.

To protect data during transmission, different security mechanisms can be pro-
vided on each of these layers. Costs for security investments in terms of time and
effort is cheaper on the upper layers, for example, on the application layer. This
is due to the fact that security mechanisms on the upper layers are more efficient.
The payload for data transported on the lower layers is more. Furthermore, se-
curity provided on the lower layers cannot protect data on the upper levels. That
means, a security mechanism that is used on a certain layer can only protect data
up to its own layer. Therefore, we will focus on security mechanisms provided on
the top layers.
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3.6.1 Basic security mechanisms

This section describes basic security mechanisms used to secure workflow sys-
tems, according to [29].

• An access control mechanism decides who is allowed to access, that is
in more detail, to read, write, modify, delete, create, copy, execute, etc.
what data, according to the authorization rules and conditions specified by
the organizational security policies. Thereby, it reduces access to resources
and data to authorized subjects only, preventing the unauthorized use of
resources and their use in an unauthorized manner. Therefore, it realizes
the described security objectives to some extent.
AC protects confidentiality, because it ensures that only authorized users
can access and therefore, read data. Besides, when we assume that users
are only assigned the rights they need to accomplish their tasks and that
an attacker needs access to the system to shorten availability maliciously,
then AC can protect availability also. Data integrity is also protected with
AC mechanisms, insofar as data cannot be modified if access is denied.
Therefore, AC is a prevention mechanism.

• Encryption is a security mechanisms that provides additional security.
Even if attackers can bypass AC mechanisms, they cannot read the data.
Of course, attackers can try to decrypt the data. That means, the degree
of protection offered by the use of encryption depends on its strength, com-
monly measured with the key size and the algorithms used for encryption.
Encryption is a prevention mechanism and ensures confidentiality, liability
and non-repudiation.

3.6.2 Advanced security mechanisms

• Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is an encryption protocol used to provide
secure communication over an unsecure network. It is placed between
transport and application layer. Besides, it ensures authenticity of the com-
munication partners. SSL provides confidentiality in the first place, because
it encrypts exchanged messages. Additionally, it provide data integrity to
some extent, because of the encryption. SSL can be used optionally with
a public key infrastructure (PKI) that we will describe below. Then, the
protection of data integrity is ensured by digital signing. Confidentiality en-
sures that messages cannot be read even if intercepted and data integrity
ensures that messages cannot be altered without noticing.
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• Public key infrastructures are increasingly important in the area of web
commerce and electronic data exchange [6]. They provide a secure infras-
tructure for key management. In general, PKIs use asymmetric encryption
for key exchange, instead of symmetric encryption. Asymmetric encryption
guarantees a higher level of protection than symmetric encryption, because
two different keys are used for encrypting and decrypting. One big risk in-
volved with symmetric encryption is the secret key exchange, referred to as
key distribution problem. When intercepted, the encryption cannot provide
security anymore. Then, the attacker can use the secret key to encrypt own
messages and accomplish spoofing attacks. Besides, he can decrypt any
message encrypted with the secret key. That means, neither confidentiality
nor integrity is provided anymore. The key distribution problem does not
exist with asymmetric encryption. Here, each user owns a pair of keys, a
secret private key and a public key, which is accessible by everyone. The
public key is used for encryption and the private key for decryption. Since
the protection encryption can provide bases upon the secrecy of the keys
used for decrypting and the trusted binding of public keys and their owners,
key management is very important. The exposure of a key can compro-
mise the whole system. Thus, PKIs provide central units responsible for
key management, such as certification authorities (CAs). Certificates are
used to map public keys to their owners. These bindings are signed, that
means verified, by a CA, which represents a trusted party. The key man-
agement includes functions, such as revocation of keys, issuing of new keys
and the certification of keys, which assures their authenticity. Therefore,
PKIs ensure user authentication, confidentiality and data integrity.
The drawback of asymmetric encryption mechanisms is their inefficiency
in terms of time for data exchange. This is because calculations are more
complex. Therefore, in a public key infrastructure, asymmetric encryption
is used to exchange the symmetric key in a very secure manner. This is
subsequently used for symmetric encryption of the further data.

• Digital signatures provide a similar function as handwritten signatures.
Digital signatures are used to authenticate subjects. Hence, liability and
non-repudiation is accomplished with them. Digital signatures use a com-
bination of public key encryption and symmetric encryption. Public key
encryption is used to exchange the secret key in a secure manner. The fur-
ther data exchange is encrypted with the secret key to provide an efficient
data transfer. Digital signatures protect data integrity, because they ex-
pose the modification of data. When data is modified during transmission,
the signature will be invalidated. Therefore, digital signatures are detection
mechanisms.
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When data is transmitted over the Internet, in particular over wireless networks,
these additional security mechanisms are very useful.

3.6.3 Access control strategies

Here, the units are the objects to be secured. Therefore, their granularity in-
fluences the security properties of a system achieved by AC. When we have a
broad-grained model, for example, the classification of objects according to data
files, then the need to know principle can only be implemented very vaguely,
which means that subjects get more access privileges than necessary. In gen-
eral, assignment of superfluous access privileges augments the vulnerability of a
system.
To implement the principle of least privilege, access rights need to be granted on
basis of a fine granularity, e.g., to parts of a medicine file, as introduced by the
task ”medical inspection”in the next section 3.6.3 when describing role-based AC.

Universal access rights, for example, ”read” and ”write” are distinguished by
not being able to perform object specific operations. To illustrate this, object
specific operations for a queue would be ”put”, ”get” and ”delete”. The ”write”
privilege is too coarse. It does not provide the possibility to differentiate between
specific operations, such as ”create” and ”modify”. These are combined in the
”write”privilege. In fact, the advantage of universal access rights is that they are
commonly supported by operating systems, for example by Microsoft Windows.
Thus, no additional effort is necessary for implementing security components.
However, the access granularity given by them is not sufficient to provide a secure
system. For instance, universal access rights cannot implement the principle of
least privilege, because the privileges are classified too broadly.
In general, we distinguish between two classes of security mechanisms, namely
access control and information flow control.

• Information flow control determines allowed and permitted data flow
channels between subjects. That means, it is subject driven.

• In practice, access control strategies usually are implemented to ensure
security [29]. Access control mechanisms are object driven and are subdi-
vided into three types. These are:

– system assignable or rule-based AC strategies, also referred to as
mandatory AC (MAC)

– user assignable strategies or identity-based AC, also referred to as
discretionary AC (DAC) and
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– role-based AC strategies.

We will describe them in the following.

Mandatory access control (MAC)

When following a MAC strategy, the system or any other control center specifies
global access properties. Subjects and objects are classified in security classes
having a hierarchical level with partial ordering to each other. The information
transfer is restricted in one direction only, from lower security levels to higher
security levels. Access rules and conditions between the entities are defined
a-priori and cannot be changed at runtime. This model originates from the
military field, where confidentiality of information is of utmost importance. An
implementation example is the Bell-Lapadula model [4]. It states that subjects
can only read objects that have the same or a lower security classification. They
can only write to objects that have the same security classification. As requested
in the military area, the information flows from upper to lower levels only. The
disadvantage of MAC is its inflexibility and, therefore, it is not suited for WfMSs.

Discretionary access control (DAC)

In a DAC strategy access privileges are assigned decentrally, often by the owner
of the objects. The user gains by default access control to the objects he creates
and determines access rights to other subjects. A type of DAC is implemented by
UNIX systems to some extent, where the owner of documents has to set access
rules for his documents. These apply when other user try to access his docu-
ments. DAC is more flexible than MAC, but the drawback, especially concerning
distributed systems, is that system-wide access privileges cannot be implemented
efficiently. Therefore, it is also not suited for WfMSs.

Role-based access control (RBAC)

RBAC is used in the area of business processes, therefore also in WfMS.
First, we introduce the role-based access control strategy, since it is fundamental.
Most other AC mechanisms in the area of workflow systems, especially collab-
orative systems, are based on the RBAC concept. Furthermore, they provide
additional features that we will describe in more detail in the next chapter.

The RBAC model is based on the assumption that access rights depend on tasks
that are accomplished by employees of a company. Therefore, users are classi-
fied into roles. The role is tied to the organizational functionalities and involves
corresponding responsibilities. And access privileges are assigned to roles.
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The distinction to other AC models is the role concept, which is introduced be-
tween user and authorization. A role is an abstraction, similar to a group, that
different subjects, which need same access privileges to certain resources, can
belong to. The role members have common requirements and therefore, access
rights are given according to the functionalities that a member of this role needs
to complete his tasks. That means, the level of authority a user is given, is based
on what he requires to do his job. The role concept involves two advantages.
First, the introduction of roles reduces the administrative efforts for realizing AC,
because rights do not need to be assigned to every subject individually. Second,
the role concept separates authorization management into two independent parts
[46]. One part is the possible assignment of users to several roles. The other part
is the assignment of access permissions for resources to roles. To further reduce
the complexity of role administration, a role hierarchy is sometimes introduced.
That means that superior roles can perform all roles inferior to them and thus,
hold all access privileges of subordinate roles. This concept with its three com-
ponents, namely users, roles and access permissions is visualized in figure 3.2.
When a subject accomplishes activities in his role, we say that he is active in his
role. An active role only exists during runtime and is expressed with sessions.
The lifetime of a session can highly vary, starting from seconds, for instance,
when a user logs in to use a calculating application for a short time, and lasting
for months, for instance, for an insurance claim process that may last for a longer
time.

As explained before, the abstraction of a role is used to simplify access control
mechanisms. Therefore, RBAC has the advantage that identical privileges can
be assigned to certain roles, and subjects do not need to be looked at separately.
This is useful for broad-grained AC and homogeneous organizations with clear
separation of tasks and responsibilities. However, a drawback of the traditional
RBAC mechanisms is, in addition to the lack of a task and context-based aware-
ness, according to [57], the lack of a fine-grained control on individual user in
certain roles and on individual object instances.

To elaborate this problem, figure 3.3 illustrates a simplified health care process,
the medical treatment of a patient in a hospital. Starting from a patient’s ar-
rival, after the completion of admission formalities, the patient gets a medical
inspection. If the inspection results in some diagnostic findings, treatment is
necessary. To gain some feedback about the treatment’s result, after some time,
the ”medical inspection” has to be repeated. That means, the inspection is a
repetitive process, until no further abnormalities are detected. Then, the patient
is discharged from the hospital, which represents the end of this process. That
means, the task ”medical inspection” can be accomplished several times for one
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Figure 3.2: Role-based access control

patient. Besides the first inspection, which has to be done by a doctor, this task
can be accomplished either by a doctor or a nurse. To treat the patient properly
they both need to have access to her medical record, but the nurse does not
necessarily need access to the whole record. So in a workflow context, supple-
mentary, a fine-grained AC based on individual subjects is necessary. This can be
accomplished by additionally using identities for AC, next to roles. Besides, fine-
grained classification of objects, e.g., read access to parts of a medical file and
object specific operations would help to implement the principle of least privilege
and liability.
Therefore, extensions of the RBAC model were designed to meet additional re-
quirements in workflow environments that have not been accounted for in RBAC.

In the next chapter, we will describe further models developed to support WfMSs
and cooperative work. Some of them monitor and keep a history of all accesses
and actions performed by the user. In this case, AC can also act as detection
mechanisms.
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Figure 3.3: Health care example

3.6.4 Approaches for the modeling of access control

The modeling and implementation of access privileges determines the security
properties of a system, because it is the basis for AC implementation. If ob-
jects and rights are classified too broad-grained, subjects have superfluous access
privileges, which increases the vulnerability of the system.
In the following, we describe approaches to model access control.

The access control matrix, also known as reference monitor model is the simplest
and oldest security framework [29]. The access control matrix enables access
privileges of subjects and objects to be modeled according to the demands of
the system. It describes the protection state of a system at a certain time. The
protection state is the collection of the current values of all protected entities
of the system. It characterizes the rights of each subject to every object.
The columns of the access control matrix, as shown in 3.4, represent system
objects o ∈ O and the rows represent subjects s ∈ S. Each entry determines
the number of access privileges a[s, o] ⊆ R of the set of defined rights, R for
the corresponding combination of subject and object. Examples for rights are
”read(r)”, ”write(w)” and ”execute(x)”. Transitions, which are expressed in terms
of commands, can change the state of the AC matrix. Examples for commands
are: ”create object” or ”add right r to a[s, o]”.
An access control matrix can express any security policy, but it is not used in
practice, because of its complexity and space requirements [7]. This is because
all entities have to be listed and the number of subjects and objects in a system
are usually large. Still, access privileges are not necessary for every combination
and, thus, many entries are empty, indicating no access rights. Furthermore, the
management, including the change, addition and deletion of access rights is quite
complex.
To overcome these problems, a variant of the AC matrix is commonly used,
namely an access control list (ACL). ACLs store columns of the AC matrix, as
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indicated in figure 3.4. That means, each object has a set of pairs associated
with it, each of them containing a subject and its corresponding access rights
[7]. When a subject is not listed no access privileges to the object are given.
Sometimes, a default security level is also associated with objects. This applies
to subjects that are not explicitly listed in the object’s ACL. This means, the
subject needs to have at least the specified security level to get access to the
object. When modeling RBAC with ACLs, subjects are replaced with roles.
ACLs correspond to the object-driven view that we introduced in section 3.6.3,
compared to a subject-driven view that is normally implemented with an infor-
mation flow control security mechanism. Access control matrices can be used
for such an implementation, too. Then, the rows, known as capabilities, need to
be stored. Capabilities represent subjects together with their access privileges
to a list of objects. That means, each subject has associated with it a set of
pairs, with each pair containing an object and a set of access rights to this object
[7]. The advantages of ACLs compared to access control matrices is that there
the entries only have to be defined for protected entities. Each entry lists those
subjects that have access privileges to particular objects and not every possible
combination of subjects and objects as done by access control matrices. There-
fore, the storage space necessary for ACLS is less and their management is much
simpler.

3.7 Summary

This chapter introduced typical terms used in the area of information security
to establish a common knowledge base with the reader. We described security
objectives and explained their importance in relation to WfMSs. Confidentiality,
data integrity and availability are objectives that need to be protected to provide
a secure workflow system. Non-repudiation and liability are important in the area
of electronic commerce. Especially, availability is a prerequisite for a WfMS to be
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used by companies. Then, we have described common attack forms that aim to
compromise workflow systems and to get sensitive business information. Attacks
are a threat for all or some of the above-mentioned security objectives. If they are
successful, the company can be seriously damaged. Successful attacks can result
in a loss of repudation, financial losses or unsatisfied customers. Next to access
control, which is commonly implemented as a RBAC strategy in WfMSs, we have
described other security mechanisms that are used in WfMSs, such as SSL and
PKIs and digital signing to additionally protect security objectives and establish a
secure network for data exchange. The communication over the Internet is widely
used, since company branches are spread worldwide and to allow for flexibility.
But the transmission protocols used involve vulnerabilities that can be abused by
attackers. Therefore, these additional security mechanisms are very useful and
necessary to protect transmitted data. Nevertheless, these mechanisms cannot
substitute access control that is used to protect data while residing at the system.
Therefore, AC should be implemented on a necessary fine-grained basis to ensure
that just legitimate user get access to the particular data they need to conduct
their work. The modeling and implementation of access privileges determines the
security properties of a system, because it is the basis for AC implementation.
If objects and rights are classified too broad-grained, subjects have superfluous
access privileges, which increases the vulnerability of the system and increases
the risks for abusing the accessible information. This is one reason justifying the
principle of least privilege and the use of fine-grained access privileges for users
to minimize the opportunities of attackers. Finally, we have illustrated how AC
is implemented.

In the next chapter, we will further explain security requirements in WfMS and
access mechanisms developed for the use in workflow systems.
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Chapter 4

Workflow management systems
and security

This chapter combines the knowledge that we gained in the previous two chapters.
Workflow systems are a special type of information system that have particular
security aspects to take into consideration. In the following, we will dwell on the
security requirements of WfMSs and explain how these can be secured.

In the previous chapter, we showed that RBAC is commonly used in WfMSs. Still,
the traditional RBAC described has some drawbacks. There are some specific
requirements in workflows that are not accounted for in the traditional RBAC.
Therefore, other AC mechanisms, which build on the idea of RBAC, but pro-
vide additional functionalities, were designed. In this chapter, after introducing
security requirements in WfMSs, we will introduce four different extensional AC
models, each developed with focus on different workflow aspects. Then, we
will describe further how security requirements are implemented with AC mecha-
nisms, namely with constraints. We will describe the most important constraints
implemented by WfMSs. These are used for evaluating security mechanisms of
a commercial WfMS in the next chapter.

4.1 Security Requirements in WfMSs

Since WfMSs are used in companies to enable efficient process flows and in-
teroperability within different organizations, research has long been focused on
transaction management during workflow execution and on the infrastructure of
WfMSs, as shown in [35]. Security issues have often been neglected, because
they enhance the complexity of process execution and systems, in general. Fur-
thermore, security is not a value-adding area. That means, it does not directly,
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measurably contribute to the value of the product, as for instance marketing or
improvement of the technical infrastructure can do [52]. Still, security is an es-
sential issue, not only especially in cooperative WfMSs, but also because data ex-
change and communication between system participants of a single organization
is done increasingly over the Internet, which is an unsecure network. According
to [37], [39] and [56], a secure workflow model is necessary to allow controlled
access of data objects, secure execution of tasks, and efficient management and
administration of security. Because of the complexity of a workflow system and
the interdependencies of various components as illustrated in figure 2.12, se-
curity management is a challenge. The WfMS, which manages process flows,
interactions with system participants and other workflow components, provides
the best qualifications to manage security in a workflow system. Based on the
WfMC’s Reference model introduced in section 2.9, we will show why the WfMS
is optimal to manage security for the whole workflow system. For instance:

• The workflow engine ensures the actual enactment of a specified workflow
[59]. One of its tasks is to allocate work items to resources. For doing
so, it must consider specified resources. Therefore, it can also take into
account security constraints, such as SoD.

• The Process Definition Tool interface that provides data exchange formats
for data used during the execution of a workflow can make use of the
security management module to communicate access rights and conditions
to the environment.

• The Workflow Client Application integrated by the second interface can
use the security module to decide which data under which conditions is
transferred to the client.

• The Invoked Applications Interface can make use of a security module to
decide which data to transfer, according to the activities that the applica-
tion should accomplish.

The security mechanism of the WfMS has to diminish the potential for security
risks. It shall prevent any kind of unauthorized access to objects, any kind
of unauthorized modifications of objects, while it has to ensure that tasks are
carried out in the proper order with legitimate activities. To do so, it has to
know when privileges are assigned to subjects and when they have to be revoked.
According to the principle of least privilege, privileges need to be revoked as
soon as they are not necessary anymore to complete a certain task to reduce
security risks. Furthermore, according to the principle of separation-of-duty, the
security mechanism used by the WfMS needs to know about any conflicting task,
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to prevent that user get the potential possibility to perform any kind of illegal
activity. In the following, we will describe extensions of RBAC developed for
workflow environments.

4.2 Access control models in WfMSs

This section describes different types of access control models designed to secure
workflow systems.

4.2.1 Task-Based Access Control

Task-Based Access Control (TBAC) extends the traditional RBAC by introducing
the concept of a task, based on the argumentation that access privileges assigned
to a role may differ depending on the current task performed.
[62] provide an example in the health care context. A pharmacist can just dis-
pense prescribed medication to a patient or he can provide medicine consultation
for the doctor. To perform the latter properly he needs access to information
about the patient. This is not necessary in the former task.
Therefore, some access control models specify privileges in terms of tasks, for
example, in [63] and [61]. One characteristic of a TBAC implementation is the
temporary restriction of access permissions, since they are only granted to ex-
ecute a specific task and revoke it after its completion. This is accomplished
by combining access privileges with runtime usage, validity and expiration char-
acteristics. As shown in [63], the temporary restriction of access permissions
implements the principle of least privilege, because it inhibits the corruption of
data outside the task context.
The TBAC model described in [47] includes domains that contain task-based
contextual information [57]. Each step is associated with a protection state
containing a set of permissions. The contents of this set change based on the
progress of the task, including the access control granted. This enables a dy-
namic management of permissions. This implementation of TBAC, unlike RBAC,
supports instance and usage-based access control, which is helpful to properly
manage security in a workflow system.
A disadvantage of this implementation is that the specification of complex poli-
cies and management, delegation and revocation of access privileges are very
primitive. Besides, more fine-grained components need to be defined to ensure
security in a dynamic environment. TBAC is implemented mainly by keeping
track of usage and validity of permissions, but, according to [57], a much broader
definition of context is necessary, similar to broad-grained AC, because processes
cannot always be easily partitioned into tasks with usage and time constraints.
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4.2.2 Team-Based Access Control

The development within organizations in the last years has shown that projects,
and therefore team-work are becoming more and more important in today’s busi-
ness. Team-Based Access Control (TMAC) was developed to represent an en-
terprise context, where teams with users of different roles work together in a
project. Unlike RBAC, where users of the same role are partitioned into groups,
TMAC partitions groups in terms of teams. This is justified, because users with
different roles can work together in a team and need to have access to the same
resource to accomplish a project. For example as shown in [62], a medical group
consisting of physicians, nurses, etc. need access to the same patient’s medical
record in order to treat her properly.
The TMAC model introduced by [55] defines two important aspects of team
work, namely user context and object context. User context provides a way of
identifying specific users playing a role on a team at any given moment, and
object context identifies specific objects, that is resources, required for collab-
oration purposes. TMAC combines the advantages of RBAC with fine-grained
AC on individual users in certain roles and on individual object instances. The
TMAC concept was extended by [31] to use contextual information entities for
AC, such as time and place.
TMAC has features to support contextual information and the dynamic nature
of team-based environments. However, according to [57], the model has some
shortcomings, because it has not yet been fully developed. It lacks the self admin-
istration of assigning relations between entities. That means, the administration
of TMAC entities and relations has to be simplified to be usable.

4.2.3 Context-Aware Access Control

Covington et al. [25] have extended RBAC with the notion of environment roles
to provide security in context-aware applications considering dynamism and un-
predictability in workflow environments. With their additional roles they capture
the environmental state. These roles use role hierarchy, activation and separa-
tion, similar to traditional RBACs, to manage the policies and constraints that
depend on the context of collaboration. Permissions are not just assigned to a
role, but applied to a set of roles, the traditional one plus the environmental.
These roles are activated based on environment conditions, such as place and
presence of users in specific roles at the time of request. This concept takes into
account that users can be members of the same role, but gaining different access
rights depending on the context and the historical development.
As pointed out in [25], the problem with environmental roles is the complexity
of defining them, because for every environment in which a role could be active,
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an environmental variable, its possible values and conditions need to be defined.

4.2.4 Predicate-based access control

Castano et al. [12] and Bussolati et al. [10] introduce the predicate-based ac-
cess control, which can be supported by an access control mechanism to make
a database search more efficient like the predicate ”a physician can query those
health care records in which the physician’s ID (an attribute of health care record)
equals the physician’s ID”[62]. According to Wu et.al [62], who investigated ac-
cess control mechanisms and requirements for application specific data in WfMSs,
the simultaneous support of tasks, roles and teams (called process instance-based
user group in [62]) is necessary, especially in cross-organizational workflows. Also
according to Tolone et al. [57], who outline access control requirements for col-
laboration, AC models should be expressive enough to specify access rights based
on various information, that is roles, teams, tasks and context. As stated in [57],
access control in workflow systems should support varying levels of granularity.
That means, a fine-grained access control to individual objects and their at-
tributes as well as broad-grained control for shared environments to support high
level specification of access rights and to facilitate AC administration in workflow
environments.

To conclude, access control in workflow systems need to support varying levels of
granularity. On the one hand, a broad-grained control is useful for shared envi-
ronments to implement centralized access rules, on the other hand, fine-grained
access control is necessary to implement the principle of least privilege and re-
duce security risks. Furthermore, the usability and applicability of AC must not
be neglected. The administration overhead for AC mechanisms has to be mini-
mized to reduce complexity and decrease the risk of mistakes, as demanded by
the principle of economy of mechanism.

This section introduced different types of access control models developed for
the use in WfMSs. Security policies in WfMSs are generally implemented in form
of constraints. In the following, we will describe a classification of constraints
used to implement security policies.
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4.3 Workflow authorization constraints

According to [5], constraints used for the implementation of access control can
be static or dynamic.

• Static constraints can be defined after defining processes and the organiza-
tional structure including its employees, as described in section 2.8.2. This
is done during the workflow specification, thus during buildtime. Static
constraints establish the relations between predefined entities of the sys-
tem. In RBAC these are the relations among users, roles and tasks. They
can be evaluated before workflow execution. In our conference preparation
process example, illustrated in figure 2.8, a static constraint could state
that no single user can have the role author and the role reviewer. This
constraint can be checked, when establishing user-to-role mappings. An-
other example for a static constraint is that a ”call for papers”can only be
performed by a chair member.

• Dynamic constraints are distinguished by the fact that they can only
be evaluated and enforced during workflow execution. Their verification is
based on the history of process execution, e.g., in processes where requests
can be made, the requester should not be the same person as the one being
allowed to approve the request. An example for a dynamic constraint in
the conference preparation example is that three different reviewers have
to review a paper.
According to [3], [57] and [62], access control models of workflows need
to be dynamic to enable the change of policies at runtime depending on
the environmental progress. That means that access rights need to be
dynamically granted and revoked as the workflow instance progresses. For
example, it should be possible to dynamically define new access control
rules or change user-to-role assignments. In a workflow context, this is
helpful when an employee drops out, for instance, because of illness.
When recalling section 3.6.3, the introduction of RBAC, dynamic con-
straints can only be evaluated during a session. The dynamic assignment
of access privileges is important in WfMSs, because sessions usually last
for a long time or even for the entire life time of the system. Sessions may
only be renewed when the whole system has to stop, because of occur-
ring problems. Therefore, according to [38] and [45], dynamic AC is an
important aspect of security in workflow systems.

As illustrated in figure 2.11, access control in WfMSs takes place at interface
2, through work assignment constraints. As shown in [48], access control is
not only necessary at the interface to the employees, but also at the interface
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to applications and data that are used by employees or that are even started
automatically by the WfMS to perform tasks, namely at interface 3. Commonly,
when a user gets access to a whole process or single tasks, he automatically gains
access to all applications and data used by the tasks. This does not conform to
the principle of least privilege and increases security risks.

Work assignment constraints

When relations between roles can be defined, these can act as constraints. For
example, if roles are organized in a hierarchy, security rules can state that superior
roles inherit access rights from subordinate roles. For instance, a doctor has
access to all resources that a nurse has access to.

Separation of duties

Separation-of-duty is an important security principle in workflow environments.
To implement SoD, we distinguish between static SoD (SSoD) constraints and
dynamic SoD (DSoD) constraints. This is done according to the distinction be-
tween buildtime and runtime of a workflow, as described in section 2.8.1. As
stated in [61], both constraints intend to limit the permissions that are available
to a user.
In the next chapter, we will illustrate access mechanisms used by MQ Workflow.
MQ Workflow uses a RBAC mechanism. To specify SoD for a RBAC, the con-
straints between tasks need to be specified. In the following we enumerate the
SoD constraints necessary to be satisfied by the authorization and access con-
trol management mechanisms, according to [63], to provide a secure workflow
system.

• These are conflicting tasks that require members of different roles with no
seniority relationship between them.

• Some require members of the same role or roles with seniority relationship.

• Next to SoD, binding of duties is a useful constraint in workflows. Binding
of duties requires the same user to perform two distinct tasks in the same
workflow instance. It is referred to as assert type of SoD in [3].

• Furthermore, time constraints can be useful in workflows [11]. With time
constraints the protection of data outside the task context is supported.

After roles are assigned to each task, the access control mechanism needs to as-
sure that conflicting activities are never assigned to the same role or roles inferior
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or above it.

The health care example shown in figure 3.3, illustrated that different roles, such
as a doctor or a nurse can perform the same task, e.g., ”diagnosis”, but with
different privileges [62]. DSoD ensures that for a given task, different actions
are performed by different individuals, even if both actions are governed by the
same role.
The principle of least privilege can also be implemented with DSoD, because
privileges of users can be changed at different times, depending on the role being
performed within a user’s session. Thus, DSoD ensures that permissions do not
persist beyond the time that they are required to perform the activity. In [61],
this aspect of least privilege is referred to as timely revocation of trust.

4.4 Summary and the trade off between avail-
ability and security

To obtain a secure system, security rules and access mechanisms need to be gran-
ular enough to decide which data is accessible by whom at every moment. At the
same time, it is necessary to give the same privileges to a group of users simul-
taneously to maintain usability and reduce administration overhead to maintain
security. Broad-grained control and, as a result, high-level AC support are neces-
sary to enable collaborating users to communicate and efficiently work together
on a project, because they need access to the same information and resources.
The communication and data exchange in workflow systems is usually performed
over the Internet, which implies more risks. Besides, the implementation and
control of access privileges is more complex, since it includes a higher degree of
dynamics. Especially for this reason, access privileges need to be carefully de-
signed and implemented and the assignment of access rights and authorizations
has to be well controlled.

The development of workflow systems and, in particular, WfMSs was strongly
influenced by the environmental progress, as described in 3.4. That is, in par-
ticular, the globalization and the increasing importance of the Internet for data
transfer and service provision, which has also increased the needs for security.
Therefore, one of the tasks of WfMSs is to ensure security and inhibit attacks.
Because of the interrelations and interdependencies of resources, the WfMS is
able to control security aspects better. It is better to handle security aspects at
this superior instance than let every single application assure its security.
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To serve its purpose of supporting processes, its availability is of utmost impor-
tance. It has to be ensured that the WfMS is available to all employees of a
company, so that they can accomplish their tasks. Furthermore, all necessary
resources for task accomplishment have to be available.
A smooth process flow is the precondition for process optimization. Companies
would not use WfMSs if the process flow is disrupted, because any necessary re-
source, namely the data, the application or the employee would be not available
because of security considerations. A reason for a disruption could be a too rigid
and inflexible authorization mechanisms, so that data and applications are only
accessible by certain employees, leading to activities that cannot be accomplished
when these employees are not available, because of, for example, illness.

Thus, there is a trade off between the availability of a WfMS and its resources,
necessary for a good process performance, and the security considerations, in
particular, the access mechanisms used. Prerequisite for the use of a WfMS
is its availability. Security mechanisms have to guarantee access to authorized
subjects only, but access mechanisms must not to be so rigid, that process flows
are delayed.
In the next part of this paper, when evaluating a commercial WfMS, we will see
that this trade off is normally solved in favor of the availability of the system.
Access control mechanisms are used to protect the security objectives of a system.
The dynamic background of WfMSs, including the interdependencies between
various tasks and employees, as shown in figure 2.12, makes the management of
access mechanisms in a WfMS a complex task that needs to be done reliably and
accurately. This is important, because in workflows sensible data of companies,
for instance, contracts, business data, business secrets, personal data of employ-
ees, etc. are exchanged and processed. This is even more important for inter
organizational processes. Furthermore, it is important when data is transmitted
over the Internet, which is well-established, nowadays.
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Chapter 5

A commercial workflow
management system

In the previous parts of this paper, we introduced the theoretical foundation of
WfMSs and explained different types of AC mechanisms developed to meet se-
curity requirements in workflow environments.
This chapter presents a commercial WfMS. We will introduce the IBM Web-
Sphere MQ Workflow System [18]. The goal is to find out, which security mech-
anisms, in particular, AC mechanisms are implemented by an existing WfMS.
We will mention several vulnerabilities of the systems and point out how they
could be abused by attackers. After that we will describe which mechanisms are
provided to secure against these threats. Finally, we will compare the theoretical
possibilities and what is actually realized and then, draw a conclusion.
MQ Workflow can be classified as a production or an administrative WfMS, as
described in 2.4. We have chosen a product developed by IBM, because on the
one hand, IBM is a member of the WfMC, which means that they are involved in
the efforts to standardize workflow components and communication interfaces.
On the other hand, IBM is entangled in research and development regarding se-
curity, often in cooperation or with support of universities.
IBM WebSphere MQ Workflow V3.6 is the commercial WfMS of IBM, released
2004. It is a client-server system composed of different components, such as
databases and applications. The components can be distributed across different
servers and clients. These build the workflow environment. The communica-
tion between components in MQ Workflow is based on WebSphere MQ message
queuing. We will explain its functionalities later.
We will start by explaining the architecture of the system and the tasks of the
major components as described in [20]. Then, we will show how a workflow
model is build up.
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The communication, namely the exchange of data and information, takes place
at the interfaces of the components. This is also the place where access control
decisions are made. The middleware WebSphere MQ V6.0 [17] is used for com-
munication between the various components. We will explain security features,
in particular, access control mechanisms provided by MQ later.

5.1 The architecture of MQ Workflow

The components of the MQ Workflow system are designed for a multi-layer struc-
ture. Figure 5.1 shows the major components of a three-layer architecture that
is recommended for distributed platforms to enable availability. As mentioned
before, availability of a WfMS is the prerequisite for organizations to use it.
As described in chapter 2.2, we can see the decomposition of generic functional-
ities. The data layer, including its DbMS and its databases, as pictured in layer
three in figure 5.1, is separated from other functionalities. The workflow server
including the servers of the WfMS reside on layer two and the workflow clients,
web services and applications are at layer one.
In chapter 6.3.1, we will describe two different operating systems (OS) that MQ
Workflow can run on, namely z/OS [19] and Microsoft Windows. The former
system, a mainframe OS, consists of only two layers, because the server compo-
nents are connected to the database system. We have chosen these two OSs,
because Microsoft Windows is commonly used and because z/OS provides addi-
tional security features. Access control can be performed finer-grained on z/OS
than on other OSs.

Layer one: Client components
Layer one represents the clients, namely applications and web services. They
give users access to the workflow management system. A standard MQ Work-
flow client, a web client or a custom client can be used to start an instance of a
process, to access running processes, and to monitor the execution of processes.
In section 2.9, the interface to the human resource is shown. As described there,
the client application interface uses worklists for interactions between users and
the system. Worklists that display pending activities, as described in sections 2.9
and 2.7, help users to organize their work. Information to conduct an activity
can be provided together with the worklists and necessary applications can start
automatically if defined that way. Besides, clients are responsible for executing
the process activities that interact with users on a client machine. The commu-
nication with servers, residing on layer two, is done with WebSphere MQ, using
the client message layer of MQ Workflow.
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Figure 5.1: Three-layer architecture

Layer two: Server components and buildtime
Layer two represents the server components and the buildtime components. The
server components are responsible for keeping track of processes and managing
the execution of processes at runtime. This includes the management of clients.
The server category consists of one or more components, such as the execution
server, the administration server, the scheduling server and the cleanup server.
The components can be distributed across several physical machines. For com-
munication between server components WebSphere MQ message queuing is used.
The buildtime components are used to create workflow models and define system
resources. Besides, they are responsible for the staff resolution, that is, to move
the work to the right person in the right sequence. In the next chapter, we will
explain the workflow creation and the staff resolution.

Layer three: Databases for buildtime and runtime
Layer three represents the database layer. The database holds workflow relevant
data for a system group of MQ Workflow, including status and setup informa-
tion. Several systems can be combined to a system group, which denotes that
they share the same databases. One system contains the necessary client-server
components to run a process.
Two databases are used, the buildtime database and the runtime database. The
latter stores audit trail information to enhance the monitoring of processes.
For communication between the database server and its clients, the transport
protocols supported by DB2, IBM’s relational database management system, are
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supported. The Import-Export utility of MQ Workflow is used to create and
populate the runtime database. It provides the possibility to import and export
process models, organization models, and system resources in the MQ Work-
flow Definition Language (FDL), conforming to interface one of the WfMC’s
Reference model, as described in section 2.9.
Another utility provided is the LDAP Bridge, which allows to use staff data
from LDAP in MQ Workflow. LDAP, Lightweight Directory Access Protocol,
is an open industry standard that defines methods for directory services, such as
searching, accessing and updating information in a directory. The main advan-
tages of LDAP is its efficient usage in distributed environments such as company
branches that are distributed among several places. LDAP stores and organizes
information about services, resources and user IDs that need to be shared by many
applications centrally. Furthermore, LDAP provides the possibility for centralized
authentication to provide access security. This functionality is employed by MQ
Workflow. Besides, LDAP supports the encryption of the exchanged information.

In the theoretic part, we explained that there is a tendency towards web supported
processes. In this context, we also talked about service oriented architecture
(SOA) concepts, a popular research issue nowadays. Following this tendency,
MQ Workflow also provides the possibility to integrate web services similar to
the way application programs are attached to the workflow, as described in the
next section. Hereby, a client can interact with the system by using the web ser-
vice communication mechanism provided. This interaction requires a web-based
client architecture with a web client, adding an additional layer to the architec-
ture. We will not go into the detail of its implementations, but an interesting
issue for future research would be to examine the used access mechanisms in a
deeper way and to inspect their implementation in service oriented architectures.

We will concentrate on the access control mechanisms that are deployed between
layer one and two. Therefore, we will not explain the interface and communication
between layer two and three in detail.

5.2 Building a workflow model

The buildtime components on layer two are used to build a workflow model. To
build an executable model, three prerequisites are necessary. Firstly, the business
process including the process model, as described in section 2.8.1, needs to be
defined. This includes subprocesses and associated tasks, as well as the sequence
of tasks. Besides, the start and end time and the kind of data and applications
involved for each task, as well as processing conditions need to be defined.
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MQ Workflow uses a RBAC model. This means, access privileges are given ac-
cording to the tasks that users are assigned to conduct. Access to data and
applications associated with the task are given implicitly through the staff reso-
lution to tasks. That means, access control in MQ Workflow takes place between
layer one and two, and no longer between layer two and three. This is also a
reason why we will not go into detail of the interface to the database layer. We
will explain the mechanism of staff resolution further in the next section. But
note that start and end time for the accomplishment of activities is not used
for security issues, as described in our TBAC model in section 4.2.1, but just to
notify responsible users when an activity is delayed.
As second prerequisite for building an executable workflow model, the workflow
participants in an organization need to be clear. This corresponds to the orga-
nizational structure, as introduced in section 2.6. This is used for the human
resource classification to allocate employees to tasks and resources, as described
in section 2.8.1. And finally, IT resources necessary to conduct the workflow
tasks need to be assigned and ready.
Once these informations are specified, MQ Workflow creates a graphical model
of the process using directed graphs, similar to the introduced Petri Net model,
but more detailed. The workflow model is translated into a template that can
be started from a client and managed by server components at runtime.

5.2.1 Attaching programs to workflows

Applications, regardless whether they reside on other systems or not, can be
attached to workflow tasks. These applications may be started automatically at
the start of an activity or can be triggered from a worklist.
Even web services can be triggered from a worklist without additional access
control performed, if defined that way. This implies a higher security risk, because
data is exchanged via the Internet.

5.2.2 Assigning employees to workflows

The assignment of employees to process activities can be done on individual level,
on role level or on organizational unit level. In the last two approaches, which
are more dynamic, specific individuals of the corresponding role or organizational
unit are assigned at runtime. The assignment of employees to whole processes or
single tasks within the processes is done by the staff resolution. We will explain
the assignment levels mentioned above and staff resolution in MQ Workflow in
detail in chapter 6.4.1.
The communication between components of MQ Workflow, which are clients and
servers, is done via messages. In the next section, we will explain how this kind
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of communication is implemented and how it is secured, because the security of
the WfMS depends on the security of its underlying infrastructure.

5.3 Communication between components of the
WfMS

In this section, we will describe how communication between components of MQ
Workflow is implemented, as described in [24]. Besides, we will introduce the
vocabulary that we will use throughout this chapter.

The communication between components of MQ Workflow runs over WebSphere
MQ by using a message queuing technique. MQ is a middleware used to connect
different backend applications with each other. Backend applications reside on
the client layer and communicate via messages with servers. That means, the
communication is performed via message queues or simply queues. We will de-
scribe this technique and security features provided by MQ further, to illustrate
how exchanged messages can be secured. A secure communication is the foun-
dation for a secure process flow.
A message is a data set that can be transmitted from one component to another
component, on the same or on different machines in a network, independently
of the operating system used. A message queue or simply queue is an object
that store messages. Each queue is owned by a Queue Manager (QM) that
provides a logical container for the message queue. It is responsible for maintain-
ing its queues and storing all the messages it receives from applications or other
QMs to appropriate queues, implying the transfer of messages to other QMs via
message channels.
We distinguish between different queue objects. Namely, local queues and re-
mote queues. Each queue belongs to a single QM and is said to be a local
queue to that specific QM. The QM to which an application is connected to is
said to be the local QM for that application. A remote queue is a queue that
belongs to another QM, namely a remote QM. A remote QM can exist on the
same machine as the local QM or on another machine across a network.

Message queuing enables components to communicate across a network without
necessarily having a synchronized connection. The messages are stored in mes-
sage queues until they are retrieved by the destined application. This happens,
for example, when the receiving application connects to the network and issues
an application programming interface (API) call that reads the message from the
queue.
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Figure 5.2: Queue messaging in WebSphere MQ

Whenever a component requests a service from another component, a message
is sent using the queue name of the addressed component. A sending channel
has a defined destination and is associated with a specific transmission queue. A
receiving channel will receive data from any other QM with a sending channel of
the same name and store the messages in its destination queue.

• The communication between client components and server components,
each of which is connected to a QM, runs over a common API, called the
Message Queue Interface (MQI). Thus, a MQI channel is a client-
server connection channel. To send a message, an application issues an
MQI call. The QM on the server side then transmits the message to the
destination message queue. To receive a message, an application issues an
MQI call that reads the message from the queue. Note that the client end
of an MQI channel acts on behalf of the user of the client application.

• The communication between server components, each of which is con-
nected to a QM, runs over distributed queuing channels (DQ), as
illustrated in figure 5.2. That means, a DQ channel connects two QMs.

A node represents system components that are installed on one physical machine.
Message channels refer to both MQI and DQ channels.
At each end of a DQ channel and at the server end of a MQI channel, a Message
Channel Agent (MCA) program acts on behalf of the QM to which it is con-
nected. It is responsible for moving messages from the local transmission queue
to the target QM. Typically, TCP/IP is used as transmission protocol [27].
The MCA of a receiving channel examines received messages to see which QM
and which queue it is destined for. When the message is not for its own QM, it
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is placed on a transmission queue to be forwarded to another QM.

The network which connects servers and clients can be an intranet but also the
Internet. The servers consist of QMs. The user is treated as a client that interacts
with the server by using applications and web services. The connections can be
wired or wireless. Since it is possible to launch applications and web services
via remote connections using the Internet, the traffic resides in this unsecure
network. Therefore the risk of a sniffing attack clearly increases, because every
Internet user can eavesdrop the channel. Thus, security of the communication
channels has to be ensured.

5.3.1 Message format

A message contains the message content and the context information. The con-
text information is held in the message descriptor. In particular, the message
descriptor contains identity context fields with information about the originator
of the message. For example, the user ID that is assigned to the application or
the ID of the QM that put the message on a queue. The ID can be used for
authentication purposes and can be secured by using digital signing mechanisms.
The user ID associated with an application requires rights to set or pass context
information. An application specifies that it intends to access context information
when it opens the queue on which it is about to put messages and its privilege is
checked at this time. For instance, the user associated with an incoming message
needs rights to open the specified destination queue.
To retain security QMs should not accept any message without context informa-
tion, since the sending subject cannot be identified then. This is not the default
setting and needs to be adjusted.

In summary, the ID contained in the message descriptor identifies the message
originator and is used for AC checks. Additionally, the message descriptor can
contain control information, such as the message creation time. Furthermore,
digital signatures can be used to protect context information.
When an object is being opened by an application, the ID that is used for AC
checks does not necessarily have to be the ID of the application, but if the ap-
plication has the privilege of alternate user authority, it can open the destination
queue using the authority of a different user ID.
The privilege of alternate user authority is useful, for example when:

• On a MQI channel, the user ID associated with the server connection MCA
needs authority to issue MQI calls on behalf of the client application.
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• An application that gets request messages from many users and forwards
them to another queue needs the privilege of alternate user authority, so
that the user ID of the requesting user is taken to check the originator’s
right to put the message to the specified queue.

However the privilege of changing message IDs implies a security risk. If an at-
tacker gains this privilege directly or by impersonating an object that owns this
privilege, he is able to abuse this privilege to perform attacks or to pretend to be
the originator of a message that is not sent by him.

WebSphere MQ provides several security features related to communication, that
we will examine in the following.
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Chapter 6

Security in WebSphere MQ

In the following, we will describe vulnerabilities in MQ, because the communica-
tion between the MQ Workflow components relies on this middleware.

6.1 Vulnerabilities and attacks in MQ

As displayed in figure 6.1, there are five objects in the MQ architecture that
attackers could use to threaten the system. These vulnerable objects and possible
attacks are:

1. The application. An attacker can impersonate a legal user and modify the
application.

2. The MQI channel. An attacker can eavesdrop the channel. Additionally
he could infiltrate the channel with corrupted messages.

3. The QM. An attacker can impersonate a QM and receive messages or send
corrupted messages. This implies the control over the

4. MCA.

5. The DQ channel. An attacker can eavesdrop the channel. Additionally he
could infiltrate the channel with corrupted messages.

• Impersonation
When talking about the impersonation of an object, such as a QM, we
have to distinguish two cases. Either a legal user is impersonated to gain
access to the system and to subsequently gain access to an object within
the system if possible, or an administrator is impersonated. Because ad-
ministrators by default have all access privileges to system objects, the
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Figure 6.1: Vulnerabilities in MQ

impersonation of an administrator is very dangerous, since the attacker
gains access privileges to the whole system. To diminish the consequences
of such an attack, the principle of least privilege should be applied. And
administrative tasks should be distributed according to the principle of
separation-of-duty, so that administrators do not automatically gain access
to the whole system. Z/OS provides the possibility to assign fine-grained
access privileges, also for administrative tasks, as we will explain in section
6.3.1. When using Windows additional security programs have to be used
to allow for fine-grained AC.

• DoS attacks:
DoS attacks can take place, whenever an attacker accesses any object that
works as a resource for other components, for example, a QM. DoS attacks,
depending on their strength, can block the whole system.

MQ does not provide any security features to directly prevent DoS attacks
or to take action after detecting such attacks. However, the consequences
of DoS attacks may be disastrous. As described before, the blocking of
resources can lead to delayed accomplishment of customer services or pro-
cess flows, loss of reputation and, as a consequence, financial losses. The
only mechanism provided to prevent DoS attacks is access control to ob-
jects. As explained before, the granularity of AC determines the degree of
security it is able to provide.

Typically, many threats exist in an enterprise environment. Competitive compa-
nies are interested in information, for example, about process flows, important
employees, financial data or business secrets, in general. When sensitive messages
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are transmitted over insecure channels, the risk of sniffing increases. Therefore,
channels need to be protected. If an attacker gains enough information to im-
personate a legal user or in the worst case an administrator, then he cannot just
abuse sensitive business data (e.g. for blackmailing or to sell them to competi-
tors), but he can even interfere with the whole system. This implies the change
of process flows or the infiltration of corrupted messages, so that legal user could
rely on corrupt information. Furthermore, attackers could impersonate system
objects and modify their behavior or even perform DoS attacks. When an im-
portant resource is blocked, because of a DoS attack and overwhelmed with
corrupted messages, then the whole system may collapse.
Below, we will introduce two security levels that we will refer to throughout this
chapter. Afterwards, we will describe security services provided by MQ. These
are used to safeguard the vulnerable system objects that we just introduced.

6.2 Link level and application level security

There are two security levels distinguished by IBM for the middleware MQ, namely
link level security and application level security that we will describe below, ac-
cording to [21]. In the following, we will describe their application and protection
areas. Then, we will evaluate if and what MQ provides to protect these security
levels.

• Link level security refers to those security services that are invoked, di-
rectly or indirectly, by an MCA, the communication subsystem, or a com-
bination of the two working together. It can protect messages while they
are transferred from one QM to another and it is particularly important
when servers communicate over the Internet.

• Application level security, also known as end-to-end security refers to
those security services that are invoked at the interface between an appli-
cation and a QM to which it is connected. These services are invoked when
the application issues MQI calls to the QM. In contrast to link level secu-
rity, application level security can protect messages while they are stored
in queues. Application level security services might be invoked, directly
or indirectly, by the application, the QM, another product that supports
WebSphere MQ or a combination of any of these working together.

These security levels are illustrated in figure 6.2. A node represents system
components that are installed on one physical machine.
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To clarify the distinction between these two levels, link level security can protect
messages only while transmitted from one QM to another one, not while they
are stored in queues. Application level security can protect messages on their
way from application to QM and while they are stored in queues, but not when
transmitted from QM to QM.

6.3 Security mechanisms provided by MQ

There are three security mechanisms provided by MQ that we will describe in the
following. In section 6.1, we mentioned five basic objects which are vulnerable
in the sense of security. The following security mechanisms can be applied to
secure four of these objects. They are highlighted in figure 6.3.

• At point two, three and five the authorization service for object and com-
mand security applies. It interacts with MQ objects, such as QMs and
channels.

• At point four channel exit programs can provide link level security for DQ
channels.

• At point two and five DQ and MQI channels can be secured with SSL.

In the following, we will describe the security mechanisms in more detail.
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6.3.1 Authorization service and access control

WebSphere MQ objects are queues, QMs, channels, process definitions, namelists
and authentication information objects. The latter refers to the message
identity information, as described in section 5.3.1. These MQ objects have asso-
ciated ACLs, determining what subject has which access rights to them.

Identification and authorization in a WebSphere MQ environment

To login into the system the user needs his ID and his password. Both are
subsequently verified by the authorization service that we will describe below. To
do so, the user has to exist in the system. This shows, that AC provided by MQ
is static. Dynamic definition of new users with corresponding access privileges is
not possible.
An application requests a service by sending a message. When generating the
message, the application can declare its ID in the message descriptor, as described
in 5.3.1, if authorized. The application’s ID refers to the ID of the user, who
runs the application. Alternatively, the QM can supplement this information if it
has the privilege of alternate user authority, that is the right to change message
context information, as described in section 5.3.1.
MQ can be used with different OSs. The default authorization service for object
and command security is operating system dependent [27]. In this paper we ex-
amine two different OSs and describe the mechanisms they provide to implement
security. In particular, their authorization services and AC.
We consider the Microsoft Windows operating system, because it is popular and
widely used and the z/ OS system developed by IBM, because it provides ad-
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ditional security features. Z/OS, successor of the mainframe operating system
OS/390, provides more granular access control features.
First, we describe the authorization service provided by Windows. Then, we de-
scribe the authorization service provided by z/OS and its additional capabilities.

Authorization service in Windows

Each subject in Windows systems is identified by an unique identifier known as
SID. The SID is passed to the MQ message descriptor.
Upon login an access token is created by the system, which is a combination
of the user account SID, the SID of the groups that the user belongs to, and a
locally unique identifier. This token is authenticated by the authorization service.
As a result, a session key and the SID is provided, which is used to further check
access to resources within this session. The token is refreshed at each session.
That means, a user is only authenticated once when he logins to the system and
thus, his access privileges are determined once. The result of the authentication
check is cached and used for subsequent access decisions. This does not conform
to the principle of complete mediation. According to this principle, to maintain a
minimum of security, each attempt to access critical resources has to be checked
again in spite of checking the access rights once and relying on cached access
privileges. Otherwise security risks increase.

Each object in Windows systems has an associated ACL, called a security de-
scriptor. The security descriptor has four parts:

• owner, which contains the ID of the object’s owner,

• group, which contains the ID of the object’s group,

• discretionary access control list (DACL) and the

• system access control list (SACL).

As indicated in table 6.1, each access control entry in the DACL and the SACL
consists of a SID and an access mask that lists which actions the SID is allowed
to perform. The SID in the DACL is used for access decisions, whereas the SACL
is used for auditing purposes.

The default authorization service used by Windows is called object authority
manager (OAM). The OAM checks access authority to WebSphere MQ objects.
It checks authorization for MQI calls that are issued by clients and the commands
that are used.
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Part ID ID, Value ID, Value ID, Value
Owner 123
Group 456
DACL SID, {read, write} SID, {execute} SID, {delete, write}
SACL SID {read, write} SID, {execute} SID, {delete, write}

Table 6.1: ACL of an object in Windows

• Object authority manager

The OAM validates user access to the MQ objects by checking the ACL
that it maintains for each object. The ID of the user and the user’s group
that is assigned by the OS, is used for this purpose. This is the case, for
example, when an application issues a MQI call to access objects. When
the application first connects to a QM, the OAM checks the ACL for the
user ID that is running the application and its group. Additionally, it checks
for alternate user authority, which is the privilege to set or pass message
context information, as described in section 5.3.1.
Note that, when a subject belongs to more than one group, the aggregate
of all authorities is granted to each group in its group set. That means,
it is not possible to distinguish access privileges between different groups
that a user can belong to. Thus, aspects considered by TMAC cannot
be implemented, even when teams are represented by groups. Therefore,
distinction and assignment of access privileges according to the teams that
a user participates in, is not possible.
The OAM can authenticate a user and change appropriate identity context
fields of messages. That means, it has privilege of alternate user authority
by default.

Authorization service in z/OS

Z/OS systems integrate different security components that can be used together
to provide an overall security solution for the whole system. This has the advan-
tage that it is not necessary to use separate security programs. In the following,
we will describe the AC services provided by z/OS, but we will not go into detail
of its other security components, that, e.g., provide additional security mecha-
nisms for applications to perform access checking, auditing and encryption. But
note that z/OS security components provide at least the same functionalities as
Windows’ OAM.
WebSphere MQ for z/OS uses the z/OS System Authorization Facility to provide
access control services. The System Authorization Facility is the security
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manager for the entire z/OS environment. RACF is the security manager’s
primary component related to AC.

• Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)

RACF controls the activities of the user by managing their privileges. Be-
sides, RACF protects MQ resources by using profiles which contain ACLs
for users and groups for a given resource. An MQ resource is an MQ ob-
ject and beyond any information that is stored in an installation’s computer
system, for example, data files.

– Privileges of users to access protected resources

Protected resources are resources with defined resource profiles.
RACF stores the access privileges it has about users, groups and
resources in corresponding RACF profile files for issuing AC decisions
to objects. A profile is a record of RACF information that has been
defined and which is to be controlled by the security administrator or
someone with correspondent privileges.
There are user, group and resource profiles.

∗ User profiles provide user attributes which describe which system-
wide and group-wide access privileges a given user has to pro-
tected resources.

∗ Group profiles describe the kind of authority a user has (as
a group member) to access resources that belong to the user’s
group.
As explained in section 3.6.4, the description of models to imple-
ment access control, user and group profiles represent capabili-
ties, which enable a subject-driven view to AC.

∗ Resources themselves have profiles describing the type of privi-
leges a user has to have to use them. A resource profile for a
particular resource can contain an ACL that describes the access
privileges for users and groups, as well as a default level of access
privilege. For someone not listed in the ACL, the default level
of access privilege is at least necessary to access the resource.
Furthermore, users can protect their own resources by setting up
resource profiles for them.

MQ commands are operations that can be performed on objects.
RACF distinguishes between two command security levels, namely
command security and command resource security.

∗ Command security determines whether the issuer of a com-
mand is authorized to issue the command.
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∗ Command resource security applies only when a command
affects a resource. In particular, it determines whether the is-
suer is allowed to perform a particular command on the specified
resources. The resources to differentiate are queue, channel, pro-
cess, namelist and authentication information objects.

– DL auditing access attempts (monitoring about logged users and their
access attempts).

RACF keeps track of what happens on the system so that it is possible
to monitor who is logged on the system at any time. Furthermore,
it reports whether anyone has attempted to perform unauthorized
actions, e.g., if someone has tried to access or change data without
having necessary privileges.

– Access control for workflow servers

∗ Different profiles can be defined depending on the systems that
initiates a connection request to a workflow server. There are
possible connections to the QM in z/ OS by CICS (Customer In-
formation Control System), IMS (Information Management Sys-
tem) and CHINIT. The latter is used to establish a connection
from remote QMs.
That means, RACF profiles allow to set distinct access privileges
for different information systems and servers that connect to the
WfMS.

∗ AC checks for QM can be performed on two levels:
Queue-sharing group level security and queue manager
level security. The former use RACF profiles that are shared
by all QMs in the group. The latter use RACF profiles specific
to a QM. A combination of both makes security administration
easier. Specific QM profiles override those of the queue-sharing
group to which it belongs.
With this distinction an idea similar to TMAC is realized, because
QMs that are engaged with functions to accomplish a certain task
can be combined to a group and access to task relevant resources
can be given to the whole group.

– Switch profiles are RACF profiles which control the level of security
checking carried out by WebSphere MQ and therefore, allow a gran-
ular control. Subsystem security, queue-sharing group level security
and queue manager level security can be turned on or off by defining
switch profiles.
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In summary, RACF functions include identification and verification of users. In
addition, RACF profiles contain information about privileges of users to access
protected resources. The right of users or groups to perform specific commands
or to access protected resources is given by granting access to the according
RACF profiles. Profiles can be defined for different classes, for each object class,
that is queues, processes, channels, QMs and namelists, but also for adminis-
tration functions, commands, message context information and alternate user
authorities.
RACF profiles, in particular command and command resource security allow
granular control of commands, much more than with non-z/OS systems, be-
cause separate profiles can be defined for each combination of command and
resource issued by a subject. This means, the implementation of privileges is
possible in such a way that a user may alter queues in general, in spite of a
specified one or that he is allowed to define local queues but not remote ones.
We want to mention that we describe existing access control mechanisms. Not all
of them have to be used. Some security features can be used independently and
particular features can be activated when needed. The degree of security that
is necessary depends on the organizations’ environment and their requirements,
as described in section 3.4. A good example for this functionality are the above
described switch profiles that can be set by administrators.

6.3.2 Evaluation and summary access control in MQ

In the following, we will describe and evaluate the AC checks performed when
objects are accessed. When using z/OS, the RACF profiles described above are
used for this purpose.

Privileges of clients to access MQ objects

Clients can access MQ objects by issuing MQI calls to:

• Connect to a QM.

• Access objects (open objects and perform operations on them, for example,
by issuing read, write, put message or get message commands).

• Access messages.

• Access context information of messages.

The user ID associated with the application needs privileges to access the objects
when they are protected.
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In particular, MCAs on the client end of a MQI channel, need the privilege to
access MQ objects, for example, to connect to QMs.
The checks are performed in the following circumstances:

• When an application connects to an object.

The authorization service asks the operating system for the user ID asso-
ciated with the application and uses it for AC checks. It checks that the
user ID is authorized to connect to the object and retains the user ID for
future checks.

• When an application opens an object.

All AC checks are performed when an object is opened, not when it is
accessed subsequently. For example, checks are performed when an appli-
cation opens a queue, not any longer when the application puts or gets
messages from the queue. When opening, the application can specify the
desired type of operation and the authorization service checks that the
user ID associated with the application has the privilege to perform that
operation.
This means, the result of the AC check is cached. This does not conform to
the principle of complete mediation and therefore, increases security risks.

• When an application closes or deletes an object, e.g. a queue.

If the queue was not created by the same application, the authorization
service checks that the user ID associated with the application has the
privilege to close or to delete the queue.

• When messages are put or retrieved from objects, e.g., queues.

If the user ID of the sending MCA does not have enough privileges, the
message will not be processed further and it is put in a special queue,
called dead letter queue. An administrator may retrieve messages from the
dead letter queue for inspection. This can be useful to discover potential
attack attempts. But it is cumbersome to inspect each message and to
distinguish between real attack attempts and mistakes during transmission
that directed the message to the dead letter queue.

The access control service provided by MQ can be further distinguished by de-
termining if the issuer is an administrator or not.
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Privilege to administer WebSphere MQ

The administration of objects includes:

• Starting and stopping QMs.

• Creating objects, particularly queues, for applications.

• Working with channels to create communication paths to QMs, in partic-
ular, to QMs on remote systems. This includes the issuing of commands
that operate on channels and listeners.

Channels that send messages to remote systems need access to required
resources. The Listener is the application’s network interface to the QM.
Its functions are the detection of connections from incoming channels and
the management of the connections of the sending to the receiving channel.

By default, administrators require no additional privileges to issue commands to
administer a QM on the local system. Whereas, when these are used to administer
a remote QM on another system, administrators must have the required privileges
for the commands to be processed. Besides this restriction, members of the
administration group, namely mqm group have all administrator privileges, that
is, access to all WebSphere MQ objects and resources on the system and the
right to conduct all commands on them, such as create, modify and delete.
Thus, access to this group should be restricted. Note, that on Windows systems,
members of the administration group are en par with members of the mqm group.

Security considerations concerning access control

The administration role includes a potential danger. If an attacker is able to
impersonate an administrator, then he can perform all possible activities on the
system. Therefore, instead of assigning a user to the administration group, it is
better to give him explicitly access to specific administration tasks and only the
privileges he needs. For example, the user may receive the privilege to display
queue definitions, but not to modify or delete them. Another example would be
to get full control of channels without the privilege to modify them. But un-
like in z/OS systems, the possibility for fine-grained privileges for administration
tasks does not exist in Windows. That means, additional security programs have
to be implemented and adjusted to provide security. For example, the support
pack MQSeries administration wrapper [22] supports the definition of granular
administration privileges.
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In general, z/OS provides mechanisms for fine-grained AC and for broad-grained
AC. Fine-grained AC is accomplished with RACF profiles. Examples for broad-
grained AC are queue-sharing group level security, as described before. Thus,
z/OS provides a higher level of access security than Windows. The distinction
regarding access control granularity of OSs is displayed in figure 6.4. The disad-
vantage of z/OS is the increasing administration effort for defining and maintain-
ing profiles that are used for AC. Dynamic generation of new access privileges is
not possible.

6.3.3 Channel exits and implementation of link level secu-
rity

In the following, we will explain how link level security is implemented in MQ. Link
level security can be provided through various channel exit programs that can be
called at defined places in the processing sequence of a MCA. They are used to
protect data transmitted on DQ channels and to provide MCA authentication,
data encryption and integrity.
Figure 6.5 illustrates three types of channel exit programs that can provide link
level security, in particular, channel security. We will explain the purpose of the
exits and their processing sequence, as illustrated in more detail in figure 6.6.
Exits usually work in pairs, one at each end of a channel.

• Security exit:
Security exits are called immediately after the initial data negotiation has
been completed on channel startup, but before any message starts to flow.
The primary purpose of the security exit is to enable the MCA at each end
of a channel to authenticate its partner. If authentication fails, the channel
connection fails.
Security exits can be called on both, DQ and MQI channels. That means,
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MQ also provides authentication on application level.
On a DQ channel, a security exit called by the sending MCA can send its
user ID, which can be stored by the security exit of the receiving MCA.
Similarly, on a MQI channel, a security exit at the client end of the channel
can send the user ID associated with the client application. A security
exit at the server end of the channel can store the user ID and use it for
subsequent access decisions.

In summary, next to link level security, security exits can support application level
security to some extent by providing authentication at application level, which is
the foundation for access control.

• Message exit:
Message exits are used for operations on a message. A message exit at the
sending end of a channel is called after the MCA has got a message from
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the transmission queue. At the receiving end of a channel, a message exit
is called before the MCA puts a message on its destination queue.
A message exit has access to both, the transmission queue header, which
includes the embedded message descriptor, and the application data in a
message. It can check and modify the contents of the message and change
its length, for example, to encrypt it.

Message exits can be used to provide access control when a client applica-
tion sends a message to a server application. This is done in the following
manner. The server application extracts the user ID from the message de-
scriptor and, provided it has alternate user authority, asks the authorization
service to use this user ID for AC checks when it accesses MQ resources
on behalf of the client. The user ID of each incoming message can be used
for AC checks before the MCA opens the destination queue.
If an incoming message contains a digital certificate for authenticating the
user of the sending application, a message exit can validate the certificate.
The privilege for alternate user ID, as mentioned above, is necessary to
substitute user IDs.

Message exits can be used for any purpose that requires access to the whole
message, rather than to parts of it. In summary, according to [28], they can be
used for:

• Encryption of the message on the transmission between two QMs.

• Validation of incoming user IDs.

• Substitution of user IDs according to the company’s security policy.

For instance, exits can decide that the message that is currently processed should
not proceed any further towards its destination, because the digital certificate is
not verified. A message exit can also decide to close the channel. Message exits
can be called only on DQ channels, not on MQI channels.

• Send and receive exits:
The data that is available for the send and receive exit programs, which
send and receive messages, are message pieces and the header for the MCA.
This is because messages are split in equally sized pieces for transmission.
Send and receive exits can be used, for example, for data compression, but
also for data encryption and decryption.
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To sum up, link level security services and the corresponding security objectives
provided by MQ are:

• Identification and authentication services at each end of a DQ and MQI
channels. On DQ channels we talk about mutual authentication of the
two MCAs. This is accomplished by digital signing mechanisms when the
channel communication connection has been established, but before any
message starts to flow. If authentication fails at one of the ends, the
channel is closed and no message is transferred.

• Encryption while a message is sent over a DQ channel, which means that
confidentiality is protected.

• Digital signing can be used for data transmitted over a DQ channel. This
way also data integrity is protected.

When a client connects to a QM and security exits are defined on the MQI
channel, then message context fields can also be changed by the exits.
Next to the security features provided, the use of channel exits implies a disad-
vantage. We already mentioned the trade off between security and availability of
services to customers. We have the same problem here. There is an impact on
performance if channel exit programs are invoked every time an application puts
or gets a message. This implies that, e.g., customer services cannot be provided
as fast as they could without implementing exits.

DQ channels and MQI channels can use the SSL protocol in combination with
digital signing to provide additional link level security.

6.3.4 Channel security using SSL

The third security mechanisms provided by MQ is SSL. Channels are secured with
SSL over TCP/IP. SSL provides the same features as channel exits, namely MCA
authentication and data encryption. Additionally, it provides channel authenti-
cation. Both DQ channels and MQI channels, can use the SSL protocol, thereby
protecting authentication of sender and recipient and confidentiality and data
integrity of transmitted messages. Since MQI channels can also use SSL, appli-
cation level security is also provided to some degree. Next to authentication of
applications, the data transmission between application and server is protected.
The SSL used is based on a PKI.

• SSL provides authentication by using digital certificates for the authenti-
cation of the communication partners, also for applications. If any of the
authentication steps fail, the session terminates.
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• SSL provides confidentiality, because all exchanged messages are encrypted
after a successful authentication process. This includes encryption of data
on the transmission between application and WfMS.

• SSL provides integrity, because each message is signed digitally. This en-
sures that the content of the message cannot be altered during transmission
without the receiver knowing that tampering has occurred.

The degree of security that SSL can provide depends on a proper key manage-
ment, as described in section 3.2. Therefore, MQ uses LDAP to store revoked
certificates in a structure known as Certificate Revocation List (CRL).
The CRL and the LDAP server including its files have to be secured with AC
mechanisms to prevent the security risks listed below.

• The risk of someone removing revoked certificates without authority.

• An attacker is able to revoke certificates if the folder that contains the
revoked certificates is not protected sufficiently. This could be seen as
a DoS attack because, as a consequence, a legal subject could not be
validated any more due to the faulty revocation.

• The risk of someone redirecting the LDAP calls to another LDAP server,
potentially leading to the risk of not communicating with an expected
trusted person, but with somebody else instead.

6.3.5 Summary of the security services provided by MQ

Each application used by the workflow system need to be defined to the system,
as explained in section 5.2.1. In the theoretical part of this paper, we described
the increasing demand for flexible systems. We showed that these systems raise
security risks and therefore, demand a flexible security management to provide
for adequate security. MQ Workflow can be classified as a production or an
administrative WfMS, referring to the categorization of WfMSs in section 2.4.
Thus, the flexibility of the system is not as important as it is in ad-hoc WfMSs.
Nevertheless, applications and web services can be revoked over the Internet.
Servers can reside on different systems and communicate over the Internet. This
increases security risks, because sniffing attacks are possible if additional secu-
rity mechanisms are not implemented. Therefore, MQ provides several security
features to protect transmitted messages. For authentication, confidentiality and
data integrity, DQ channels and MQI channels can use the SSL protocol to pro-
vide link level security [21], but also application level security to some extend.
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As the name already indicates, application level security is application dependent.
MQ only provides application level security for authentication between application
and QM and for data exchanged between them. However, it is possible to use
external security services to provide further application level security services,
such as provided by the Tivoli access manager [23]. Application level security
services not provided for in MQ are:

• Protection of confidentiality while messages are stored in queues.

• Protection of data integrity while messages are stored in queues.

If QMs are only situated in a trusted environment, the security mechanisms pro-
vided by MQ can be sufficient to protect the data. SSL is particularly important
when data is transmitted over an unsecure network, e.g., when applications or
web services are revoked over the Internet. Additional security services should be
implemented when remote QMs are placed in unprotected locations.

6.4 Access control in WebSphere MQ Workflow

Until this section, we described how the underlying architecture of the WfMS MQ
Workflow, including its networks and data transmission channels, are secured.
It is based upon the middleware MQ. The organization wide communication
is done by using networks, often unsecure ones. Clients can connect to the
workflow server via the Internet. Therefore, security mechanisms for securing data
transmitted over the networks are necessary. Especially, since network security is
the foundation to secure process flows.
MQ provides access control mechanisms to protect system objects. This includes
servers, communication channels between servers and between servers and clients
as well as the transmitted messages. However, the access control mechanisms
used by MQ can only provide link level security. Therefore, next to access control,
MQ provides security mechanisms, such as SSL to encrypt messages on their
transmission and digital signing to protect data integrity and to authenticate
sender and receiver of messages. This way, it can even provide application level
security.
When z/OS is used, AC privileges can be assigned fine-grained and broad-grained.
This helps to increase the security of a system, but it implies higher efforts in
terms of administration.
To secure process flows MQ Workflow uses AC. In the next section, we will explore
how MQ Workflow accomplishes access control of the employees to perform
processes and tasks. To do so, it uses a RBAC model.
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6.4.1 Staff resolution in MQ Workflow

As described in [48], the resolution of employees is the only basis for access con-
trol during workflow execution in MQ Workflow. Next to the staff resolution that
we will describe below, functional rights can be directly assigned to employees.
We will explain these afterwards. MQ Workflow does not provide any explicit
access security and control for applications or data used during the execution of
processes. These are given implicitly with the staff resolution.

Organizational model in MQ Workflow
First, we will introduce the organizational model of MQ Workflow, because it
is the basis for the allocation of employees to accomplish activities. It consists
of four components. These are the employee, the role, the level and the orga-
nizational unit. The employee is the the central component, since all the other
components are assigned to it. In the following, we will describe what attributes
can be assigned to the components of the organizational model.

Employee

• can have several roles or none,

• belongs to exactly one organizational unit or none,

• has exactly one level.

Furthermore, a substitute for the employee, directly assigned functional rights
and meta information, such as name, password, telefon number, etc. can be
assigned to an employee.

• Role
Roles consist of a role name, a description, a coordinator who has the
function of a representative team leader without having implicitly additional
access privileges and a list of role members. Roles cannot be structured
hierarchically in MQ Workflow.

• Organizational unit
Organizational units consist of a name, a description, a manager, in the
first place only used for representational functions, and a list of organiza-
tional unit members.
Organizational units describe the structure of an organization with its
branches, departments, etc. Indeed, organizational units are the only com-
ponents of the organizational model that can be structured hierarchically.
Nevertheless, an employee can just belong to one organizational unit and
does not inherit membership in suborganizational units.
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• Levels
There are ten different levels from zero to nine, which are linearly struc-
tured. They reflect the degree of competence. A lower level represents a
more competent employee.

Roles, organizational units and levels do not imply any access privileges, but are
only used to acquire employees for the allocation of processing steps during run-
time.

Processes
Processes in MQ Workflow consist of a name, a description, a category, an input
and output container, a processing administrator, a staff resolution and more
settings for audit, autonomy, notification, etc.
As described before, to define a process and its tasks, necessary data and ap-
plications need to be assigned. Besides, for a process to start, the allocation of
responsible employees is necessary. The input and output container determine
what data is necessary for the task to start and what results are expected and
supplied to the following process. Optionally, a processing administrator can be
assigned, who gets execution access to the whole process if no other legal em-
ployee is available.
The staff resolution of a process or a task can name a single level, a role or
an organizational unit. At runtime only employees who satisfy all given criterias
will receive the whole process or an activity within the process. The staff reso-
lution of tasks can overwrite the staff resolution for the whole processes. The
staff resolution for a process is used as standard allocation if nothing else is stated.

Staff resolution
The staff resolution assigns execution rights for complete processes or single
activities to employees. Next to this task, the staff resolution has an important
role in security. Each employee who gets assigned a process or an activity within
the process, due to the staff resolution, can start the process or the activity and
therefore, implicitly gets access privileges for applications and data necessary for
their conduction without additional access control.
The staff resolution mechanisms goes through four steps to allocate a legal
employee to a process. It works as follows:

1. The static staff resolution to single activities is the first step. If no em-
ployee is available, the process administrator gets the process.
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Possible criterias to choose for the static staff resolution are:

• all employees,

• activate dynamic staff resolution,

• individual selection of the role coordinator, the organizational unit
manager, the process administrator, the manager of the process starter,

• the starter of a preceding activity of this process instance, the manager
of the starter of a preceding activity of this instance or to exclude the
starter of the preceding activity,

• explicit employees can be assigned with their user ID.

The RBAC model of MQ Workflow enables the definition of simple SSoD
and binding of duties constraints, because the executer of the previous
activity in a process instance can be chosen or excluded to perform the
following activity.

2. The dynamic staff resolution applies only if its option is chosen in the first
step. If it is activated, but without any further criterias stated, then step
3 applies. If only a role or an organizational unit is stated, the missing ele-
ments are taken from the setting of the process definition pattern. Possible
criterias to set for the dynamic employee assignment are:

• membership to one or more roles,

• membership to one single organizational unit. Either only members
of the unit or also members from hierarchically subordinate units,

• additional restrictions according to user level is possible.

3. The dynamic staff resolution from the process definition pattern applies,
when neither static nor dynamic staff resolution resolves to an employee.
It enables to limit the employee to a role and/or to an organizational unit.
If the process pattern contains no instruction about staff resolution, step
four applies. Note that the staff resolution from the process pattern gives
global access privileges for all activities in the process.

4. If the dynamic staff resolution is active, but neither set nor the process
pattern can assign an available employee for the processing step, then the
process or the activity is shown in the working list of the process starter.
Additionally, it is displayed in the working list of every employee of the
organizational unit.
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To sum up, the staff resolution is used to find a legal employee for activities. But
if no legal employee is available, then access control does not apply at all and
all employees of the corresponding organizational unit can get access privileges.
That means, the execution of a process has the first priority and security is not
considered anymore.

Functional rights
Next to the so far presented staff resolution and its implicitly assigned user
privileges, MQ Workflow can directly assign rights to employees. These are rights
for administration, process modeling, instantiation and intervention in processes.
Functional rights that can be assigned globally to users are:

• Process definition privilege:
Gives the employee rights to build, display, change or delete process models
and templates. When building a process model, the process administrator
and staff resolution criterias are determined.

• Staff definition privilege:
Gives the employee rights to construct, display, change and delete employ-
ees, levels or organizational units. This right includes the staff authorization
definition right.

• Staff authorization definition privilege:
Gives right to build, display, change and delete access privileges of other
employees.

• Topology authorization privilege:
Gives privileges to build and change system information and settings.

• Operation administration privilege:
Gives privileges to send commands to the administration server and thus,
control the workflow system.

The latter two principles apply to the area of system administration and have no
direct impact on the execution of processes.
Next to the above described direct global access privileges, there is the worklist
privilege, which is only valid for the explicitly named employees.

Worklist privilege

• Worklist privilege for employees
Gives privileges for the employee to see or change worklists of a list of
selected employees. This is used, for example to transfer an activity to a
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colleague’s worklist or to insert an activity into someone’s own worklist.
No further access control check is made in this case.

Next to the above explained explicit functional privileges, there are also some
functional rights implicitly assigned by MQ Workflow. These are listed below.

Implicit rights

• Process administrator
The process administrator is determined when the process model is created.
If nothing is stated in the process model, the process starter automatically
gains administrator privileges for the process.

• Process starter
The employee, who instantiates a process is the process starter and auto-
matically gains all administrator privileges for this instance.

• Work-item master
The employee, who starts an activity implicitly gains all administrator priv-
ileges for this activity.

If users are authorized they can control running processes, which means they can
start, interrupt and resume them or change work assignments. This includes the
transfer of an activity to a colleague’s worklist without further access control
check.

Summary access control in MQ Workflow

The staff resolution is the only basis for access control during workflow execu-
tion. Hereby, the priority is put on availability and performance of processes,
not on security. That means, if no employee can be assigned according to the
rules of the staff resolution, any employee of the organizational unit will get the
privilege to perform the whole process or tasks within the process. In addition,
no further access control check is made for data and applications used during
workflow execution.
In his paper, [48] concludes that using staff resolution as only access control
mechanism is not sufficient. He claims that access control for data and applica-
tions involved during workflow execution is necessary to provide a secure system.
This involves additional access control for applications used, namely at interface
three of the WfMC’s Reference model.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Much research has been done to develop AC mechanisms suited to protect ac-
cess to workflow systems and to ensure secure process flows. The security of
process flows is important, since sensitive business data is processed and need
to be protected to inhibit illegal activities, such as blackmailing, imitation and
fraud and to provide for good customer service.
The Internet provides a widely used infrastructure for communication and data
exchange. It is commonly used by company branches, which are often spread
worldwide to be competitive, to provide better customer service and to produce
cost efficiently. The Internet is also used to connect clients, independent of their
location, to provide for flexibility. For example, when customers connect with
workflow servers to engage services. Because the Internet is unsecure, additional
security mechanisms have to be used to provide secure workflows.

WfMSs are used in many different areas. There are production WfMS that are
used for production and manufacturing processes, administrative WfMSs that
are used in administrative areas, such as banking, health care, insurances and
ad-hoc WfMSs that support ad-hoc processes. The last type is still involved in
different research fields and not widely employed, yet. The degree of flexibil-
ity required for the process flows increases with the different types introduced.
But independently of the WfMS type used, the environmental, technological and
socio-technical development, in particular, globalization have lead to an increas-
ing demand for flexible process flows. The more flexibility is required for process
flows, the more difficult it is to implement appropriate security mechanisms, to
maintain them and to keep them up to date.
Depending on the particular requirements in workflow systems, different exten-
sional AC mechanisms have been developed to maintain security. Examples are
TBAC, TMAC, context-aware and predicate-based AC. Theoretically, many dif-
ferent AC mechanisms can be developed to protect the security of process flows.
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But when it comes to commercially used WfMSs, the availability of the system
is of utmost importance. It is the prerequisite for the system to be employed by
companies. The problem is that there is always a trade off between, on the one
hand, availability of the system, fast response time to customers, fast develop-
ment of new products and, on the other hand, security. Keeping a system secure
and applying many security mechanisms makes it more complex. The provision
of security mechanisms, in particular, flexible security mechanisms, binds lots of
system resources and would decrease the availability of the system. It is because
of this trade off, which is generally solved in favor of availability, that a major
part of the developed AC mechanisms are not used in commercially used WfMS.
Nevertheless, availability is also a security objective. If systems are unprotected,
attackers can perform DoS attacks, which decrease or even deny availability of
system resources or in the worst case the availability of the whole system. There-
fore, workflow systems have to be secured.

IBM’s WebSphere MQ Workflow, the commercial WfMS that we investigated,
provides a wide area of security mechanisms. It uses a RBAC model, which
however does not provide a major part of the extensional AC models’ security
features developed for the use in workflow systems. For example, the use of
time constraints to grant and revoke access privileges, as used in TBAC models,
is not possible. Furthermore, SoD cannot be implemented, because constraints
between roles cannot be issued. Neither AC based on the context and the history
of workflows is possible.
Since security mechanisms of MQ Workflow are based on the underlying OS’s
security mechanisms, we investigated them and the middleware WebSphere MQ
that is used by MQ Workflow. The security mechanisms, such as PKIs, digi-
tal signatures and SSL can provide link level security and secure communication
channels. They can only provide application level security to some extend, e.g.,
by authenticating servers and clients, so that an attacker cannot impersonate
a legal user and by securing the communication channels between servers and
applications. Despite these functionalities, additional external security solutions
are necessary and have to be implemented and adjusted to provide further appli-
cation level security, for example, to protect messages while they reside in queues
or folders. Without using external security solutions, AC is the only possibility
for the WfMS to inhibit the illegal access of attackers to system objects, such as
queues and servers, and to folders and data within the system. This is the only
way to protect against DoS attacks. When using the mainframe OS z/OS, access
control mechanisms can be implemented fine-grained and broad-grained. This is
very important, on the one hand, to provide access security and, on the other
hand, to reduce administration overhead and increase usability of the security
mechanisms.
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The focus of the RBAC model used by MQ Workflow is availability and smooth
process flows. The lack of SSoD constraints and the possibility to introduce role
hierarchies stand out, because they allow the construction of important security
constraints, especially useful in the workflow area. Nevertheless, dynamic AC is
possible in two cases. DSoD and binding of duties can be applied for tasks of a
particular workflow instance.
The RBAC model used is rather static, since all entities of the system, namely
users, roles, applications and all access rules have to be implemented and man-
aged by administrators. Dynamic generation of constraints to adjust to new
requirements is not possible. Everything need to be defined in advance. All
rules and constraints have to be set, while it is the task of the administrators to
consider that the resulting system is consistent. That means, the finer-grained
access privileges are assigned to ensure security, the more efforts administrators
have to design, to maintain and to keep the security constraints and properties
up to date, in terms of time, cost and organization.

That means, in general, when developing security mechanisms, a great effort
has to be made to make them usable. The usability of the implementation and
apppliance of security is very important, otherwise there is a big probability for
them not being used.
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